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The First Word...
by Alex Bardy
co-editor of ALGOL
Hello, good evening, and welcome, to another dose of some allround, wholesome Algol goodness — we‘ve got a particularly well
packed issue this time round, with plenty to entertain and hopefully
inform.
I‘ve also noticed more recently, a definite ‗movement‘ across the
society toward obtaining ever better images, videos, and even webcasts — we are, with absolute certainty, an Amateur Society that is
moving with the times, and with things like Algol itself also available
digitally (in PDF format — from me directly if need be), surely I
can‘t be the only one that believes these are positive steps toward
‗widening the net‘ of YAS‘ influences and achievements?

And with that in mind, I sincerely hope you enjoy reading the various articles and advice herein aimed at helping all and sundry go on to
produce ever better and more stunning results, and of course get even
more enjoyment and satisfaction out of our humble interests... 
As always, I cordially invite EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU to
write in or email us with comments and opinion —be it good or bad—
and here‘s hoping we can continue achieving and moving things forward, to the benefit of all and sundry — oh, and I‘ve felt a lot happier
and more positive putting it together for you this time round, so do take
some time out to appreciate it as much as I appreciate all the hard work
YAS members do to bring you the material in the first instance. 

— Alex Bardy
co-editor, ALGOL

This dramatic image of lightning bolts illuminating the volcanic ash pouring out of Eyjafjallajökull, (the South
Icelandic volcano that completely disrupted and halted all air traffic across Europe for almost a week) sums up
the month of April 2010 more than any other image I can recall — as well as clearly showing just how much
raw power our planet is capable of with little provocation...
This image was taken directly from NASA’s extraordinary APOD website (Astronomy Picture of the Day), and
a visit any day of the year is always recommended...

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap100419.html
With thanks to Phillip Jennings for this referral...
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Astro News
Some of the latest info and updates from YAS
NASA Not Going To The Moon?
YAS Members Predict Future
— and it’s all Paul’s fault!

You have been let down.
I feel a lecture coming on...
'Yesterdays Tomorrow has been Cancelled: Will the last
space fan turn out the light, the wind has dropped.'
Miffed, disappointed and annoyed.

Paul Mackay kicked off the following thread on Yahoo
a while back, shortly after President Obama revealed
various NASA projects were being cut. With the ISS
relegated to ‘just another fairground ride for the rich’,
no doubt Paul had no idea quite what he’d started...

Paul Mackay
Attention manned spaceflight fans
No comments yet on Obama's decision to cancel the constellation project?
Some of you older members have probably seen NASA's
budget ebb and flow over the years depending on the administration in power at the time.
I always thought that 'socially aware' Democratic administrations always turned inwards, away from space and foreign
policy..(Carter, Clinton..) and anything that had vague militaristic applications had their budget slashed ( i.e. space projects
because it like uses missiles and stuff..). When the hawks were
in charge, rightly or wrongly, NASA had its greatest triumphs.
What think you lot?

Martin Dawson
The man is a idiot — a balloon head.
What if a cave man said 'lets not bother with wheels as legs
are good' — how on earth (pun intended) is humankind going
to advance? Spirit rover is stuck, it‘s going to be a stationary
science station. If a crew of 2 or 3 could have visited it last
summer it would be good as new and STILL exploring while
the crew could be doing other things. If a spacecraft designed
for 90 days can last some 6 years. Then we are capable of making spacecraft last longer — look at Mir, if it was only an automated unmanned vehicle it would have been defunct at the first
hurdle — it survived because humans fixed it — like a car.
Hands up all YAS members who have NEVER had a car
fail at some time on them? Be it something simple like a light
bulb or a blown engine (I have blown three engines up, burnt
out two clutches and a gazillion other things) they were all repaired by humans and worked again, just like Mir.
Spaceflight should be two-pronged — crewed and uncrewed — it should be multi-national with no politics (or weapons ala Ronny Raygun's 'Starwars') or interference. We should
have a fully colonised moon by now, say a pop. of 10,000 (seen
the film 'Plymouth' with Pete Conrad?), we should be on Mars
(pop.100), we should be on Titan, orbiting Venus (we could
have flown by in 1973-4), we should have 'wheels in the
sky' (Steely Dan...) — we should be doing allsorts of things but
now what [have] we got?

John Lockett
I'm not surprised and, in reality, [it] always was an expensive non-starter in my opinion. The money wasted should have
gone on achievable goals and real science.
Don't start me on the ISS! Don't get me wrong, it's very
pretty when it flies over but what is it for?
You can argue that in the (very) long term we humans will
need another planet and make a case for manned spaceflight,
but unless it is really supported and funded properly it will just
gobble money for no gain. I can't see that commitment coming
until things get desperate and even then... Just look at how we
can't deal with climate threats.
PS. I was at an impressionable young age a the time of
Apollo and it fired my imagination and I'm sure started my interest in Astronomy, If I were my current age then, with my
middle age cynicism, would I have felt differently about it all?

Alex Bardy
Well, let's see how quickly the yanks change their tune
when the rest of the world (mainly Asia & Europe) take over
and make massive strides ahead of 'em in the fields of Space
Travel, Space Science, etc. -- they won't be so smug when the
realisation hits... IMHO of course... ;-)

Paul Buglass
It's a sad day. I remember the phrase Jim Lovell used when
they realised just how damaged their command module was
after the explosion. "We just lost the Moon!" How apt.
My view is that the commercial sector is good at spending
money, but will have limited results when it comes to the demands of safety for manned flight. Un-manned launch capabilities are fine, but would you want to ride a vehicle designed to a
price, and not a function? I can't see manned launch capabilities
from the commercial sector this side of 2015, or even further
out. Also, the first ‗accident‘ and a commercial firm could collapse due to lack of further investment and poor publicity.
I hereby predict the following :(1) The shuttle program will be extended for at least a couple of years just to keep the US in the ISS spotlight, and not
being seen to be relying on Russian launch capabilities.
(2) The commercial delivery of US manned launch capability will be seen to be an expensive and delayed failure, and will
not be capable of taking over when the shuttle is finally retired
(if that even happens within 5 years).
(3) As a consequence of the private sector's failure to deliver manned vehicles, NASA will be given revised funding to
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Ryanair Brings Commercial
Spaceflight to Everyone
The Irish airline company Ryanair announced this morning
that it‘s going to venture into space, offering a low-cost
alternative to Branson‘s Virgin SpaceShipOne, which is at
present only affordable to millionaires.
A Spokesman for Ryanair stated at a Press Conference this
morning that: ‗Across thirty-five years we have gained an
unrivalled reputation for ‗basic‘ flights, that have revolutionised the airline industry. Today we announce plans to
make spaceflight equally accessible for everyone.‘
Flights are expected to begin in 2017 and destinations include Mare Orientale, on the Moon, as well as Mars, Venus and the chance to swim on Saturn‘s largest Moon, Titan, followed by a sunbathe on the recently discovered
innermost planet, Vulcan. Travel Fees start at £60.
The recently discovered caverns below the Moon‘s crust,
where giant spiders and green men known as ‗Grekken‘
are said to exist, is an expected destination for future
flights.
Passengers will be expected to bring their own food, oxygen and pressurized space-suits, but luggage mass is limited to 500g, unless a further fee is paid. A Ryanair Executive explained that to reduce mass at lift-off, passengers are
expected to jump just before the rocket launches. This reduces mass, saving Ryanair several billion pounds in fuel
costs annually.
This news arrives just days after the first private space
launch from Heathrow airport, London, took place. After
long delays, it ended in disaster when the astronaut‘s luggage, including invaluable samples, went missing.
Asked about safety, Ryanair said in a statement this morning that: ‗Ryanair does not take responsibility for loss of
valuables, hair or life.‘
Ryanair said: ‗Space is a marvellous environment that everyone has the right to experience. Now, you can.‘
____________________

Primitive Life Found
Scientists from Oxford University today publish groundbreaking findings that revolutionise the way we view ourselves, in the Journal Nature.

deliver a ‗quick and dirty‘ manned and heavy launch capability
based on the internal NASA alternate plan which proposed the
re-cycling of shuttle SRBs, engines and tanks, etc, and we will
be back on track but with a self-inflicted 5 year delay.
(4) In those 5 years, to 2015, both China and India will
make steady progress towards the Moon with both un-manned
and potential manned missions to lunar orbit, and plans for future lunar landings.
(5) History will record Obama's decision as the day the US
threw away their capability and desire to undertake Manned
spaceflight.
Let's see how close I am when 2015 comes around :-).

Paul Mackay
Russians have a long history of building space stations…
Americans have a long history of painting space station art….
My daughter was born on 20th July 2003, and so on her
birthday, I explained to her why July 20th 1969 was important
in history as well as important to her.
Paul B‘s predictions are probably right on the money, but
pessimist that I am, I take a more negative view –
..... By 2020, over 20,000 people will have experienced a Richard Branson pioneered sub-orbital hop and the costs will have
reduced to as little as $40,000 a go…
..... I think manned space flight will become like a theme park
thrill ride and a return to even a circular low earth orbit will be
the province of big government and happen rarely. Although
China has two manned missions under its belt, they were 2
years apart, hardly heading to the moon quickly...
..... Meanwhile Carnival cruise lines and P&O will operate the
‗Galaxy Adventurer‘ where you can even drink Champagne in
a specially adapted dispenser system during your 3 minute zero
-G experience.
Leaving it to the private sector is a mistake... as a nurse and
working for the NHS for 20 years, having a (perhaps misplaced) sense of working for the common good is what keeps
us going, no matter how hard it gets.
I think this is why Apollo succeeded, as NASA was entirely
state-funded and the end point of the mission was the only motivator, not the profit.
Doomed…manned spaceflight is finished unless rich hobbyists start launching Soyuz for fun...
Read Gradisil by Adam Roberts for a view of the nearfuture where hobbyists colonise space due to government indifference and the discovery of a cheap way to escape the gravity
well via electromagnetism.

Thanks guys, thought I’d make a record of these rather
sobering thoughts, purely for posterity you understand,
and of course just in case someone decides to look back
for a laugh...

The team, lead by Ralf Opilo, recorded an unintelligent,
primitive form of life that inhabit the Houses of Parliament. In the hostile environment of 10 Downing Street,
they discovered what Mr Opilo has coined ‗Brown Matter‘, which is said to be highly volatile.

— Philip Jennings
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Forthcoming YAS Events
and Meetings, 2010

October 1st, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Confessions of an Astronomer‘
by Melvyn Taylor, Leeds A.S
(this will be preceded by the YAS A.G.M)

Last updated 02.04.10

October 15th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Images of the Universe, Volume 4‘
Paul Money, Boston Astronomers‘

May 7th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— Informal Evening
various presentations made by YAS members

October 16th, Saturday Public Star Party, Sutton Bank

May 19th, Wednesday Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York

October 20th, Wednesday Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York

May 21st, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Aliens: A history from Selenites to ET‘
by Dr. Allan Chapman, Oxford University

November 5th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— Informal Evening
celebrating the remarkable YAS Observatory

June 4th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Star Birth along the Milky Way‘
by Melvyn Hoar, Leeds

November 19th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗New Eyes on the Universe — Astronomical
Technology in the 21stCentury‘
by Professor Ray Sharples

June 18th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Women Astronomers‘
by Dr. Ann Bonell, Leicester A.S.

November 24th, Wednesday Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York
December 3rd, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗What to do with 250,000 Astronomers‘
by Dr. Chris Lintott (―The Sky at Night‖)
STILL TO BE CONFIRMED

July 2nd, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Science from Starlight‘
by Robin Leadbetter
July 16th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Astronomical Causes of Climate Change‘
by James Fradgley, Wessex A.S.
August

December 17th, Friday YAS Xmas, Priory Street Centre
— Informal Evening
various presentations by YAS members

No formal meetings in August

December 22nd, Wednesday Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York

September 3rd, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— Informal Evening, New Season Kickoff
various presentations by YAS members

All details above are correct at time of going to print.
Check www.yorkastro.org.uk for details nearer the time.

September 17th, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
— ‗Exploring the Radio Universe‘
by Tim O‘Brien, Jodrell Bank
September 22nd, Wednesday Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York

More Astronomy
Sketches
MartinD suggested this
evening that I should scan
some sketches of mine for
inclusion in ALGOL.
Unfortunately, our scanner
isn't working, so I can only
send you photos: I hope
that that's good enough?
The attached photo is of
my Pleiades sketch and a
recent Mars sketch.
Thanks,
Philip Jennings
(March 30th, 2010)
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Also, we received this charming
letter following one of our particularly successful outreach efforts...
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f r a g me n t a t io n

Okay, those bits’n’bobs that don’t fit anywhere else...
Well, you all know how keen I am to encourage all YAS
members (and anyone else) to pass comment on out efforts, so
it‘s quite pleasing that at long last, at least some of you are
stepping up to be heard...

Phil Shepherdson
Congrats on this latest print run. What an excellent
magazine, even the paper (white art paper?) is first class.

Philip Jennings
Finished reading it last night — it's first class!!
Wow, great magazine!!!! Super stuff. I look forward to
buying a hard copy of it at the next meeting.
Excellent articles, interesting observing tips, great
'Astronomer's Diary' as usual... this is the stuff that makes
the YAS Empire great!
I'll pass it on to Anthony Wesley.
I'd like to do something for the next Algol... something
about spectroscopy perhaps? Or I'd quite like to have a go
at another interview (it'd be a bonus if I could find an interviewee!).
..... to which our very own Martin Dawson replied...

Martin Dawson
Why thank you Philip, you are most kind...
An Algol awaits you at the next meet, it is free so don’t
worry about costs and anyway you are one of our star reporters!
If you want to write about anything and feel creative
please do. How about when we assembled your observatory? And yes perhaps a spectroscope would be a great subject?
..... More comments, mostly positive I think...

Barry Beckwith
I am surprised you have not had any feedback. It is
great. Covers the whole range of YAS activites and much
more.
Well done to all that had a hand in it.
Have you considered selling advertising space? Scuse the
pun.

Martin Hall
I liked Mr Whillock’s Herschel Museum piece and was
reminded that Herschel discovered the Infrared part of the
spectrum and also that he discovered planet Uranus.
I will visit The Museum when in the area.
Fragmentation. Another good section, a bit like a discussion on the yahoo site, a good laugh and plenty of intellect, also liked Linda Pearson’s The Day I Met the Moon.
Just remembered who saw that dot on Jupiter. It was
indeed Anthony Wesley, in our very own Algol 76, so this is
lodging in my brain, good stuff.

Astronomers Diary reminded me how to write one, so
another good article there. The YAS Lyke Wake Walk Attempt was a bit more than just a walk, so well done folks,
really!
The Triple Helix Affair! Sure drew some crazy mental
images in my mind. And The YAS Observing Challenge
looked very professional Mr Buglass...
Finally, Neil’s Ramblings — well I never knew that the
Subaru’s 7 stars were the Pleiades.
Excellent, what more can I say?
I'll try and drum up something for Algol 77 myself.
..... Thanks to all and sundry for the feedback — I welcome any
comments be they good or bad, as long as there‘s an opinion
in there, then I‘m more than happy to hear it, so please don‘t
hesitate to let us know what you think, guys. Cheers, guys!
Now there was a rather small, home-made film project
appeared just before Christmas, you may well have heard of it.
I watched it, and enjoyed it immensely, especially the sheer
alien-ness of it. Methinks Martin had a similar opinion...

Martin Whillock
AVATAR !!!!
The latest from James Cameron is not just a film, it’s
an Experience. For Sci Fi fans and wargamers it’s a must.
A simple tale of love, invasion, good and evil — but delivered with such panache!
Some might say Pandora is Vietnam, Iraq or Afghanistan, being invaded by the US Marines.
The real triumph of Avatar is the 3D delivery. The old
puzzle of how to show a 3D film without fuzz or blurring
has been solved. Avatar uses a Polarising system, which
really works. Yes you have to wear the special glasses, but
after the first few moments you don’t notice them or the 3D
effect — it just looks right, and believable.
Best of all is seeing the whole 163 minutes, with no intermission at the IMAX on the giant screen, and with a top
notch sound system.
..... Thanks Martin, much appreciated, and if there is anyone
out there that hasn‘t seen it, please do make the effort ‗cos it‘s
quite frankly a stunning technical and visual masterpiece.
Paul Buglass kindly posted this on the net back in January,
and I personally found it charming, but I don‘t know if he‘ll
thank me for reprinting it here... Lol...

Paul Buglass
Linda, Michael and I had a most enjoyable trip to the
YAS Obs today. The roads were still compacted snow
around the villages, so care had to be taken in some places,
and not many vehicles had been into the Obs location, so
there was a great deal of undisturbed snow as we headed
into the car park. We parked up at about 10:30am and
found there was between 8 and 10 inches of snow on the
concrete, and on the grass it was a foot or more in places.
We met up with John Rowland in the car park, and walked
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over to the Obs through deep undisturbed snow, which was
most enjoyable. It was difficult to tell when the grass gave
way to concrete and vice versa, but one interesting thing
was trying to identify the animal tracks in the snow. I could
see rabbits, hares, maybe foxes, and possibly small deer.
The Obs was fine, but very cold inside. The gas fire was
difficult to light, and the gas bottle was so cold it couldn’t
produce much gas. Even keeping one bar on was difficult
without shaking the fire for a minute to produce more gas
as the liquid gas sloshed around inside the bottle and more
vaporised. The batteries were fully charged and the PV
panels were working, despite the grey clouds at times and
very low temperatures. PV panels are actually more efficient at lower temperatures!
While I was showing John around the Obs and chatting
to him about the history of YAS and the Obs, Linda and
Michael were building a small igloo, or at least trying to.
You can see some photos of the Obs and surroundings in a
photo folder called The big 2010 freeze at the YAS Obs.
Enjoy :-)
One of the chaps from the gliding club walked over to
chat with us, and very kindly made the journey primarily to
tell me I had left my car lights on! I walked all the way back
to the car park to turn them off! At this point we had a light
snow: fluffy, with some stronger winds which were very
cold and penetrating indeed. The igloo was finished of sorts,
and we left the Obs at about 1:30pm driving home through
more light snow flurries.
I took the liberty of collecting an Algol 76 from the box
in the Obs, and I think it is wonderful. I especially liked the
Observing Challenge article. The chap who wrote it is very
talented, and I hope he produces more equally fantastic
articles for future Algols :-)

Mark Allott
After the press interest around the ballooning experiments of IT Director Robert Harrison and the
amazing photos they returned, this got a group of YAS
members discussing it on our Yahoo Group mailing list.
From that, we decided to form our very own High Altitude Ballooning group!
The intention within the group is to launch our own
experimental package, carrying whatever experiments
we can cram into it! Philip Jennings even has plans
afoot to return a sample of the upper atmosphere. To
date, we have had many pledges of support, both moral
and financial, to get this venture airborne. If you would
like to join in with this effort, if only to bring a little sanity to our crazy ideas, then please join us in the group!

..... Indeed, I do too Mr Buglass. Keep up the excellent work —
I‘m far too modest to mention the layout of the piece (or indeed
the magazine in general), but don‘t let me stop you lot sharing
your opinions.
Anyways, John Rowland recently sent this request through,
together with a sample of his work, so any help you may have
for him will no doubt be much appreciated. We definitely have
some photographic ‗experts‘ in YAS, so hopefully they‘d see fit
to impart some much needed advice for the man.

YAS' new High Altitude Ballooning group:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/yas_hab/

John Rowland
Hi All.
If you have done some successful astrophotography recently, your advice and ideas would be much appreciated in
helping me to put together a beginners guide to astrophotography. My aim is to produce an up-to-date guide rather
than to make money by publishing it.
I've already written the first ‘Chapter’: Understanding
the Challenges [published elsewhere this issue], and would
now like to write a chapter explaining the options available
for taking astro shots without involving a telescope.
Would you be so kind therefore as to send me any information you can on any of the following:
1). The latest and best value-for-money ‘normal’ digital
cameras that could be used for astrophotography without a
telescope, and why you recommend these..
2). Your recommended digital cameras that could be
used as above but that could also, later, be coupled to a telescope (via T-mount etc.)
3). Info on the use of webcams (but not involving telescopes) for astrophotography, if feasible.

YAS' main Yahoo group mailing list:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/yorkastronomy/
— Mark Allott
4). Any simple devices you have used on which a camera
can be mounted to achieve sidereal motion, but not equatorial telescope mountings.
5). Anything else at all on the subject of astro photography without a telescope that you think would be useful to
others.
Please feel free to include photos of cameras or equipment or images that you have captured. Needless to say, all
contributions will be acknowledged in the publication.
Please send to my personal email address which is:
astrojohn@hotmail.co.uk
Thank you in advance. Kind regards.
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..... You‘ll find the first part of John‘s potential book all about
Astrophotography elsewhere in this issue. John seemed genuinely surprised and encouraged by my offer to serialise bits of it
in this magazine, so I figured some of you may be interested to
know my feelings on the subject...

Alex Bardy
Well, to be fair I have only ‘quick-read' the first chapter
[at this moment in time] but the beauty of it so to speak, is
that we can publish it in Algol for other YAS members to
comment on (we have a lot of accomplished photographers
in YAS as you're probably already aware). The positives I
can see are that it'll give you a good 'push' to complete it, a
chance to polish it up, and hopefully you'd get some decent
feedback on it too. It wouldn't be a problem for us to serialise it by chapter through the magazine, and the pace as such
is relatively relaxed (once every 3-4 months we publish).
This will also give you an opportunity and
'purpose' [incentive?] to completing it.
Bottom-line, if it proves to be unpopular for whatever
reason (too 'heavy' or somesuch...) then we can pull it from
the magazine, you have a chance to reflect on that, and
won't have to endure the tireless and endless task of chasing
a book publisher. Conversely, if it's well received, popular,
and readers like it, you would effectively have a complete
manuscript to bring to the table of any prospective publisher, and a proven history of the work being read by your
peers and academics through the YAS magazine.
Win-win from my point of view, but by all means please
consider the offer, I certainly don't have a problem putting
[the first chapter] in the next Algol.
..... New YAS members are always instantly made welcome
around here, and we were all new members at some point, so
it‘s gratifying to know that this is a core value we all live and
breathe...

cosmo_york
Hello, I have always had an interest in astronomy and
science in general. I have recently decided to get into the
practical side and bought myself a Skywatcher Explorer
130P, mainly to learn the sky with before progressing to
something big and fancy. I have been to a few YAS meetings and am interested in joining.

Paul Buglass
Hi (Cosmo), don’t know your real name yet :-)
Welcome to the Yahoo group, and well done on your
purchase of the Explorer 130P. It's a great first scope and
will definitely be able to show you lots of interesting objects,
particularly under dark skies.
I would also recommend trying to buy a copy of the
book ‘Turn Left at Orion’, either new or used, because it is
a very readable and informative book, and great way to
learn your way around the sky and have great fun using
your telescope.
If you have any questions feel free to ask, either on here,
or at any YAS meetings. If you can make the Knavesmire
YAS star party on Wednesday at 7pm, you could bring
your scope too and we could answer any questions you may
have about setting it up and using it. I'm sure the YAS
Treasurer will be very happy to assist you with joining
YAS :-)

..... Of course, my natural reaction was to enquire who
‘cosmo_york‘ is, to which Carl replied...

Carl Gallafant
Hello. That's me, I've changed my ID now. I've been
meaning to post an update but I've been busy, you all
know how it is. I'm planning on joining up tomorrow.
I bought my scope just as a month-long blizzard
started which meant my observing career got off to a slow
start. When a clear night finally arrived I got out, got everything set up and aligned and didn't achieve much more.
Next time, there was a full moon, although it lit my garden
up enough for me not to trip over the wife's plants it also
washed out most of the sky leaving not much else to look
at. With no terminator to look along I pointed straight at
it, looked through the eyepiece and nearly blinded myself.
Very impressive sight though, I was amazed by the mountains along the limb. By the next night I fitted a neutral
density filter to turn down the brightness, much better.
The next few times I got out I saw some sights but the
seeing was poor and intermittent clouds spoiled things. At
opposition Mars was bouncing around all over the place, I
started to wonder if I should have just kept with the
books. Then on the 4th March I had a incredible night,
here are my notes:
Quite dark, very clear, excellent seeing
• Resolved Alcor / Mizar 10mm + x2 Barlow
• Saw satellite pass overhead at about 20:15, viewed with
25mm moved telescope manually, amazed at the speed it
passed by the background stars
• Pleiades 25mm, astonishing amount of stars, estimate
50
• Orion Nebula 10mm + x2 Barlow
• Mars 10mm + x2 Barlow
• Split Regulus 10mm + x2 Barlow, easy
• Split Algieba 10mm + x2 Barlow, very tight
• Learned Leo
• Learned Gemini
• Learned Canis Major
• Learned Cancer, very faint
• Couldn't find the Eskimo Nebula (NGC2392)
• Couldn't find NGC2903
• Saw Saturn, 10mm + x2 Barlow — WOW!
What I mean by `learned cancer', I have seen the constellation hundreds of times in star maps but it occurred
to me I've never actually looked at it in the sky. By getting
out there and doing it I now know where it is, what is
around it and why I have never seen it – it's so faint it's
practically hidden. After that night I am hooked, if the
conditions are poor I'll just have to come back another
time.
..... Well that, my esteemed colleagues, is a classic case of just
‗getting out there and doing it‘, so thank you Carl, and may I
wish you many happy hours of future stargazing opportunities. More new members anyone? Okay...

Richard Annett
I am a newbie member to the YAS returning to astronomy after a lengthy hiatus.
In terms of kit, I have my old (but still serviceable)
Vixen 80mm and a slightly newer (but optically on the
button) LX50 10inch.
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Still looking at the forums, Martin Whillock asked for a bit
of help with regards to imaging the moon, to which Martin
Dawson happily obliged...

I have a question. When I attended the excellent talk on
British rocketry in December, I was chatting to a very nice
guy on the door (I believe it may have been Paul Buglass).
He mentioned that I should buy some of 'Bob's Knobs' for
the LX as the secondary screws are quite deteriorated. I
duly bought a set but am a bit nervous about installing
them in case I drop the secondary and either scratch the
corrector or God forbid, bash the primary. Do any of you
guys have any practical tips?
..... Any more newbies?

Andy Munzer
Hi all, I joined the mailing list this week, and Martin
Whillock asked me to introduce myself, so I hope this is the
right place and manner for doing so!
I've been interested in astronomy since I was a teenager,
in a very casual way. I used to go out into the fields with my
star charts and a pair of binoculars, to see what I could
spot. More recently, I took photos of the March 2007 total
lunar eclipse, using my SLR and a 300mm zoom lens, no
telescope.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/munzer/
sets/72157594568085842/

How to do things the Martin Dawson way!

I'd love to do more photography — so messages related
to this will be especially interesting for me.
I don't currently own a telescope (perhaps soon, if one
can be found for the right price?), but my impetus for joining this group was going over to Paul Buglass's home (a
member of this group, and a friend of my family) to look
through a couple of the big telescopes he has. We were able
to get a good look at Saturn, Mars, the Moon and the nebulae in Orion's 'sword'. Saturn, especially, was breathtaking.
I'm excited to be able to learn from you all, and get tips
on where and how to get the best views of the night sky in
this cloudy land! Best wishes.

Martin Whillock
Here's a not so good pic of the Moon from me. [Picture
has not been reproduced here — Ed.] Any ideas why the
edge of the disc is fuzzy and blue?

Martin Dawson
Try increasing your shutter speed and experiment, when
you have shot loads of pics, try three things, experiment,
experiment and experiment... You know, focus, orientation
of camera in relation to telescope...
Then... Load your pics in to your computer and use
some editing software. And then...

..... Well, Astrophotography does seem to be the subject of
choice for many this issue, more of which shortly.
In the mean time however, some of our longer-standing
members are busy actively trying to squeeze in free publicity all
the time, wherever it may be, like our very own Prison Nurse...

1) Open your best pic.
2) Convert to gray scale
3) Increase the contrast — slightly
4) Sharpen
Gazillions of years ago everyone took pics of the moon in
black and white, dunno why they do it in colour nowadays.
Anyways, shoot in colour and it shows up any false colour
or aberrations. Shoot in B&W and it’ gone...
Don't expect a perfect picture every time you press the
shutter button and some pics may look awful but with a
comp you can... Experiment...
Have fun!

Paul Mackay
I occasionally bother my favourite Sci-Fi authors by
email and my favourite author Neal Asher has invited his
fans to submit some photos and short biogs for his ‘who
reads my books’ feature over on his blog.
I have reviewed his stuff for Algol in the past, and I did
manage to get YAS and Steampunk into my biog…
Check it out…

http://theskinner.blogspot.com/2010/01/
who-reads-my-books-paul-mackay.html
..... Wow, thanks for that Paul, and of course for squeezing YAS
into your submission. Good man...
And speaking of outrageous publicity-seeking... some of you
may or may not already be aware that the York Astronomical
Society is planning to try and emulate a recently successful
experiment in unmanned High Altitude Ballooning, please find
a boxout to that effect somewhere around here.

..... Helpful indeed, Mr Dawson, and of course gives me the
perfect excuse to reproduce one of your pics here, while drawing everyone‘s attention once again to John Rowland‘s Astrophotography article on page XX...
..... And that m‘dears, is that for now at least. It is by the way,
rather gratifying to see this section has expanded a little on
previous efforts, and here‘s hoping you guys can help keep it
that way by keeping the YAS Yahoo forum busy...
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Q&A with a difference...?

The following questions were set in some
GCSE examinations in the past, these are genuine answers from 16 year old boys (teacher‘s
comments in brackets) and all are either astronomy or science-based…

Off-Axis
I do hope the title of this un-occasional series is apparent — Off-Axis is
a good term for the off beat or unusual, or –dare I say it– just crazy…

Q. Name the four seasons?
A. Salt, pepper, mustard and vinegar
Q. Explain one of the processes by which water can be made safe to drink?
A. Flirtation makes water safe to drink because it removes large pollutants like grit, sand,
dead sheep and canoeists. (erm, canoeists?)
Q. How is dew formed?
A. The sun shines down on the leaves and
makes them perspire.
Q. What causes the tides in the oceans?
A. The tides are a fight between the earth
and the moon. All water tends to flow towards
the moon, because there is no water on the
moon, and nature abhors a vacuum. I forget
where the sun joins the fight. (Me too sunshine,
me too!)
Q. What are the two main elements that make
up water?
A. Gin: Oxygin and Hydrogin
And I could add the following to end…
Q. What’s half way between a Leo and a Capricorn?
A. A Leprechaun
(Mark Radcliffe, BBC R2)
Recent worries regards Alien Invasion have now
been curbed following the re-issue of ‘Ace Hart’s
Sonic Beam Gun’ — originally available in a choice of
colours as long as it was silver (cunningly disguised
as a kid’s toy way back in Meccano Magazine, October 1952). The new, improved version, is said to be
powered by solar-kinetics, thus alleviating the need
for any battery cells whatsoever...

Hi All,
Gleaned this nugget from the BBC website‘s
‗space‘ Blog. Jean-Yves Le Gall, the boss of Arianespace, tells a lovely story about the US politician
who queried the necessity of launching new Earthobservation satellites:
"A few years ago there was the question in the
US of a budget to replace meteorological satellites.
And obviously this budget was very big. And a very
high-ranking politician, when this budget request
was presented, asked 'but why do you want to
launch so many satelOn 22 February 2010 we
lites when every night
received this from one of
on the TV you can see
our correspondents, thank
the weather report'?"
you Mr. Paul Buglass…
page 12

It’s been nearly a hundred years since Captain Scott and his brave men lost their lives
while struggling to return from the South
Pole. We all know the story, so I was rather
amused (or annoyed…) to see this picture in
the Daily Mail for Friday, 13 November
2009, it was titled ‘A frosty end under the
Northern Lights’. Now, Mr. Daily Mail, did
Captain Scott also go to the North Pole? I
always thought it was the Aurora Australis
or Southern Lights for the South Pole…
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Tales from the Workshop of T. Cooke & Sons
by Thomas Cooke esq.
A new series of stories about optics and instruments from the Work Shop’s of the Ol’
Firm, all true. Laced with both humour (I
hope) and techy bits in bite-sized lumps, but
beware you may just recognise yourself…
Recently, a customer* came into
the fitting shop with a small
problem. He had lost a screw
(no, not in his head…) on his
Meade web cam and asked if we
could help him. Of course we
agreed to undertake the job as
seeing it at first glance soon told
us what the problem was.
There were four M2x0.4 screws
that held a threaded collar to the
main body of the webcam, two
had come loose, one was lost, while the customer
had tried to replace the second with a screw he had
found. The main problem was really compounded by
Meade‘s choice of screws. They had selected four
cross-heads. This may seem a rather innocuous statement but the trouble is cross-headed screws can
come in various flavours, posi-drive, Philips, and
cross-point, and if someone is not aware of this they
may select the wrong screwdriver that will only
‗chew up‘ or round off the screw head especially if

the screw is tight. The screw our customer had selected had been cut to length using a pair of side cutters, this left a nasty burr on the end of the threaded
portion, and he then inserted this in the camera and
got it fast.
First job was to remove all three
remaining screws and the collar.
(Note to self, keep all screws
and washers to one side). Examination of the female threaded
holes in the body of the camera
revealed that no damage had occurred to them thankfully. Using
the removed screws the thread
size was determined and a quick
visit to the stores soon had a set
of four cheese-headed slotted
screws fit for the job. Cheeseheaded screws were always used
by professional instrument makers and so we try to
follow suit. A flat bladed screw driver was selected;
the blade must be the same width as the diameter of
the cheese head and must not be bruised or damaged
as the blade will in turn ruin the screw. The collar
was placed on the webcam and the four new screws
with flat washers inserted but not tightened until all
four were in place.
The job took no more than half-an-hour to complete
and our customer was soon on his
way. All that remains to be said is,
if replacing lost screws or simply
tightening loose screws, please use
the correct tools and replace
screws of the same length and
thread size as others in the instrument.
*Thank you to Mr. Glen Berry, for
this rendering of his predicament…

— Thomas Cooke Esq.
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Around last Christmas a member of the Accounts Department had to visit our bank, Midland Bank in High Ousegate.
After conducting business he took the opportunity to look in
the window of Jessops on Ness Gate and noticed a flyer/
leaflet for some of their optics they had for sale. A couple of
leaflets were picked up and duly brought back to the works.
It certainly was a good move, and amused us no end over
cups of tea! Not only is it printed on awful paper, they have
this poor little telescope, it‘s not much on quality and is let
down by its awful tripod (just what‘s happening to that
steady bar?) but the poor thing is off to a bad start by pointing down at Planet Earth.
One of the old hands selected some short pieces of dog
wood and we all took turns, he who got the shortest length
went and told them. By the way, when our ‗volunteer‘ was
waiting to cross the road at the corner of Ness Gate and
waiting for the little green man to appear, a gentleman
(perhaps the wrong word) rushed out of Jessops and crossed
the road while the red man was shewing. He pushed by Our
Man carrying a huge cardboard box —it was one of these
telescopes— he was rude and represented all that is wrong
with society.
I pity the little telescopes this last Christmas…

That Jessop’s advert in
all it’s glory...

See you next time…

— Thomas Cooke Esq.
______________________

You can contact ALGOL at...
Martin Dawson:
flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk
Alex Bardy:
mangozine@btinternet.com
Or via the YAS Yahoo Group:
yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk
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Fat Freddy’s Belly Busting
Chilli-con-Carne
by Frederick P. Freekowtski Esq.

Warning, warning, warning, those Softy Walter’s and
girlies amongst you, you may want to look away now….

You will need to do the following…

It would appear from reports that a certain Chilli-con-Carne
that some of you had at the August Perseid BBQ and the November 5th Hobbling last year was enjoyed, even those who
whinnied, ‗…I don‘t like Chilli…‘ pause ‗…mmm, this is nice!‘.

1. Take the minced meat and brown off in a pan, use a wooden
spoon and keep stirring over a hob. Drain off the horrible water/fat liquid, this is important! Get rid of as much water/fat as
possible. Tip the mince into a large cooking pot, magic ones are
best… (for you herbivores, perhaps swap meat for quorn...)

Well it all went! So, Laydeez and Gen‘lmen for your entertainment, delectation and fulfilment here is the ‗song sheet‘ to brew
your very own Fat Freddy’s Belly Busting Chilli-con-Carne!

2. Stir in the powder first, there‘s a reason for this, as you add
the other ingredients the powder gets further stirred in.
3. Open the tin of BBQ beans and chuck them in, fill tin with
clean cold water – twice – then chuck the water in, the water
washes out the bean tin and the quantity should be about right
as requested on the powder packet.

You will need the following items…
2lb Irish or Scottish Prime minced beef

£3.83

1 tin Heinz BBQ Beans

£0.50

1 tube Tomato puree

£0.40

1 tray of Button mushrooms

£0.86

Several Chilli peppers (Its up to you)

£1.65

1 packet of Chilli powder Schwartz is best

£0.85

Total

£7.09

4. Chop/slice the button mushrooms, you can use tinned button
mushrooms but fresh ones are best. Slice up thinly and chuck
them in, stir away! Some of you woozy‘s will want to wash the
mushrooms… try one of them hoochy goochy little slicers with
wires but if you use a knife be careful, its not nice finding a
finger nail or the tip of a finger mid-dinner…

To serve three-four people or One-Were-Pig, double contents
for YAS Star Parties, hobblings and YAStock. Prices approx
and remember one jar of chillies will last several mixings… try
Tes-As-Mor-Bury‘s…

5. Chop up, at an angle, the chilli peppers; you only need a
few, not a whole jar! Again, chuck them in and wind up your
brew! There‘s mild ones for girlies and hot ones for real men!
Take yer pick!
6. Take the Tomato puree and squeeze a whole tube in. Go on
use both hands and wring its neck and squeeze hard!
Give the whole caboodle a really good stirring, shove a lid on
the Magic Cooking Pot and leave for around 24 hours to suppurate. After a day or so, stir up, shove the pot in the oven and on
maximum setting cook for a couple hours or so, every now and
again stick yer nose in and stir, mmmm, it should be bubbling
like one of Sizewell B‘s finest — lovely!
Then you and your intended victims need to gobble it down…
You can serve on a bed of white boiled rice, baked potatoes or
with chips. Make a chip butty (with white bread and butter for a
real chip butty, not with brown bread and ‗plastic spread‘) and
dip it in. Try a giant Yorkshire Pudding, fill it full of your brew
or perhaps get some tacos and scoop it up? Salad and grass is
good with it. Wash it down with a good quality German or
Czech lager or fresh fruit juice. Then when you have stuffed
yer great fat face sit back and rub yer great big fat belly!
Mmmm, heaven, pure heaven!

— Martin Dawson
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Neville Kidger
Urban Cosmonaut, 1953-2009
An Appreciation by Martin Dawson, YAS, MSS, BIS

I first met Neville (or Nev) in the early 1980s. He was a member of the Bradford AS and I a member (still am) of the York
AS. In those days astronomical societies in Yorkshire used to
challenge each other in quizzes and occasionally we would all
visit each other's society. Nev used to prepare the spaceflight
questions for these little 'battle of the minds' between Societies.
Being interested in Spaceflight I used to love these quizzes plus
it was a great opportunity to meet someone interested in spaceflight — generally people in astronomy societies tend to concentrate on astronomy and give spaceflight a wide berth.

And that was the thing about Nev, he made you feel part of the
action. Take his marathon lecture for example. It was 30-31
January 1987 and he attempted to set a record for the longest
lecture ever by talking about the complete history of spaceflight. I was recovering from a slipped disk and felt lousy. My
good friends Simon and Olav dragged me out and off we went
to Bradford. Nev had been at it nearly all day when we arrived
in the evening. Slowly people disappeared while we stayed and
watched Nev talk and talk and talk! Around one, two o'clock in
the morning Neville entered the exciting stage of the Apollo
flights, I remember him saying they were boring and I said but
no. He was tired and looked it, but he had to keep going. I had
some of his books (and mine) and at every mistake, every um
and ah, I commented and corrected, and kept him going. I never
thought much about it. But some time later at the beginning of
one of his talks to York AS he commented on this — again he
made me feel warm inside. He had with him four large books –
the two David Baker ‗History of Manned Spaceflight‘ and ‗The
History of The Rocket‘, and ‗TIMELife in Space‘ and
‗Kosmonautika CCCP‘ — I already had the first three but the
fourth always alluded me and he would always say ‗you got it
yet?‘ and I would reply ‗nope, not yet‘ and he would always
finish with ‗you will…‘

Meeting Neville was always a
breath of fresh air. Take
Leeds AS's annual Astromeets — Neville would
have a table, with models,
stickers and books on display,
plus those gorgeous pictures
NASA sent out in their
'Golden Envelopes'. He would
enthusiastically explain the
latest developments and current trends in spaceflight,
especially his favourite —
Soviet Spaceflight— to all
who stopped by. Once he told
me some ‗insider knowledge‘
about up and coming Soviet spaceflights, and told me to keep it
secret! One inter-society quiz, an 'Astromind' I entered —with
my subject being 'American Spaceflight Before the Space Shuttle'— I recall it was Nev who set the questions. I never answered all of them and towards the end of the day he sat me
down and read the rest. He made me the centre of his universe;
I still remember the way he looked at me over the top of those
sheets of paper. I felt special that here was a foremost expert in
Spaceflight taking time out to test me — I felt really proud,
afterwards he gave me the sheets, and I still have them.

In November 2005 Charlie Duke came to West Yorkshire AS, I
was talking to Andy Lawson when there‘s a tap on my shoulder, it was a book (No, not ‗Kosmonautika CCCP‘) — behind
me stood Neville, grinning, I stood and shook his hand, he had
given me the latest copy of a book he was involved with. That
was the man, a kind man who thought of others, he brought a
book and gave it to me, thinking I would be at the event. What
could one say? Other times he gave me 'Spaceflight' magazines,
stickers and more. I never asked for them, he just gave me
them, I still have them all.

World Record Marathon Lecture Attempt
From 2.30pm on 30 January until 2.30pm on 31
January 1987 a world record attempt is being made for
the longest lecture. The attempt is at the York Room,
Victoria Hotel, Bradford and funds raised at the lecture
are for the Pennine Radio Easter Egg Appeal and the
Bradford Astronomical Society.
Please come along and lend your support both moral
and financial!
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Last time I saw him in September 2008, I had an opportunity to
repay him (albeit, in a small way). We had met the crew of STS124 at Bradford University and afterwards he asked if I could
give a friend of his, Barry Hanson, a lift to the railway station,
but of course! Plus I gave Neville a lift home. Oh, how we chatted! He certainly knew his subject and his capability to retain
facts was amazing. His knowledge of a vast subject shews in his
monthly articles in 'Spaceflight' and that was another thing, although I could go for months or years without seeing Neville, he
was always in 'Spaceflight' recounting the up-to-the-minute story
of Soviet space or at the end of a phone call — in other words he
was always there.#
One thing I always was in awe with Neville was where on earth
did he get his information? It‘s easy today with the www, but
years ago without the internet, it was (for the likes of me) a far
more difficult task, and then to weave an account for his audience who —forgive me when I say— were perhaps 'bigger experts' than Neville, and yet he did this (nearly) every month after
month, year after year, decade after decade. I once read that if
anyone wanted to research the US and Soviet/Russian space
programmes they should look to the UK as we had the best experts in the world (and still do...) Neville certainly contributed to
this theory and I can think of no better accolade.
Neville had other interests, he followed Leeds United, a true fan,
he followed them when they dropped from the top flight divisions. But his biggest loves in his life are his wife and daughters.
Wyn, your husband, Ellie-Louise and Katie-Beth, your father,
left a massive legacy you can be proud of. To say 'Nev did that!',
'Dad wrote this!', be assured he will never be forgotten, certainly
never by this Urban Spaceman...
Thank you Neville for all that you did, you always had time for
me and was always very kind. Wyn passed me your copy of
‗Kosmonautika CCCP‘ it‘s still yours Nev, I am just looking
after it for you…
Finally Nev, didn‘t we have a great laugh that January night all
those years ago? Simon and I still talk about it, we would go
outside the hotel and look up at the clear night sky and dream,
but Neville, you know as well as I that the Apollo missions were
always far more exciting and thrilling than the Salyut/Mir missions... (Only kidding...)
As a foot note: Neville's first letter in the BIS‘s 'Spaceflight'
magazine was 'Revisiting Skylab' in October 1976; his first major article was 'The Salyut 6 Space Station', April 1979. Not only
did he have work published in Spaceflight but he had his work in
'Antares', newsletter of the Bradford AS; 'Zenit' a small bimonthly newsletter published by Dave Shayler‘s Astro Info Service, as well as contributing to many books: ‗Shuttle Challenger‘
and ‗Apollo 11 Moon Landing‘ by David Shayler, and ‗Manned
Spaceflight Log‘ by Tim Furniss. He also appeared on a Bob
Monkhouse Television programme: ‗Memory Masters‘! Also, he
contributed to Rex Hall‘s ‗International Space Station‘ series of
books published by the British Interplanetary Society.
Neville spoke to the YAS on several occasions…
1982 September 17, ‘The Soviet Space Programme’,
1985 January 18, ‘Star Wars’,
1986 July 04, ‘Spaceflight’
1989 February 03
1991 November 15
1993 July 02, ‘Spaceflight’

Astromind, 1986
Questions
reproduced by Martin Dawson

The following questions were set by Neville in an Astromind
competition between various Astronomy Societies in Yorkshire in 1986.

Questions for M. Dawson on the subject of American
Manned Spaceflight before the Space Shuttle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31.

Which astronaut orbited the moon alone in ‗America‘?
What was the ‗Skylab‘ programme originally called?
Who were the prime crew of Gemini 9 who were killed
before the flight could be launched?
What did MESA stand for?
Where did Apollo 16‘s Lunar Module touch down?
Who was the fourth American to orbit the Earth?
Who was the first American to orbit the earth twice?
Who said ‗It‘s been a long way, but we‘re here?‘
Who did James Lovell replace on Apollo 8?
Who made America‘s second EVA?
What was Snoopy?
Which three astronauts flew the joint Apollo/Soyuz
flight?
Which Apollo mission patch featured the astronaut
wings?
Which Mercury flight landed 250 miles off-target?
Which was the first American flight to be cut short?
What were the callsigns of the Apollo 9 Command and
Lunar Modules?
The Skylab 3 astronauts stayed in space for how long?
Who was the pilot of Gemini 11?
What date was Apollo 11 launched?
What was the designation of the Saturn 5‘s first stage
rocket?
What do the initials DSN stand for?
Which flight was the first test of the Saturn 5 launcher?
On which Apollo landing was a ultraviolet observatory
set up on the surface of the moon for studies of the
stars?
Which Apollo astronaut flew the X-15 rocket plane?
What was the name of the first spider to spin a web in
space?
Who deployed the solar panel on Skylab when it was
found to be stuck on the side of the station?
Which Apollo Astronaut wrote the book ‗The AllAmerican boys‘?
What do the initials AMU stand for?
Which early manned launch was broadcast live on
American TV in the top corner of the screen whilst a
baseball game was being shown on the rest of the
screen?
Who made a SEVA on the moon?
How many types of carrier rockets were used for the
manned launchings of Mercury, Gemini and Apollo
programmes?

To check your own Astromind Answers,
please turn to page 24 (in Astronomer’s Diary)...
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“Mission Control Houston,
Do You Read?”
by Phil Shepherdson

How many of us would like to say that? Well
with the free demo which is being offered in
the Sky at Night this month (March) it is possible.
This demo is very realistic and you actually
input flight instructions and command the
Shuttle Columbia (STS-1) on its maiden flight
on April 12 1981. Its primary mission objectives were to make a safe ascent into orbit,
check out the overall system and then return
back to Earth. The crew members were Commander John W Young and pilot Robert L
Crippen.
We start the launch at T Minus 1:50 from the
launch pad Kennedy 39A. When Mission Control begins their countdown sequence you
really get an idea of what it must be like to be
at takeoff. A fleeting thought though: do we
have enough biscuits and hot coffee to keep us
going until orbit?
Through the loud speaker the engines begin to
roar and I hear the commentary ‗The Shuttle
has cleared the tower.‘
At 48 seconds we go for throttle down which I am informed
relieves the stress on the Shuttle and crew, then at 1:07, we go
for throttle up. I keep my fingers crossed that the ‗O‘ rings are
ok!

Within 2 minutes we have entered orbit and watching the SRBs
(solid rocket boosters) separate at 2:05 is quite fascinating to
witness. Abruptly the ‗Single engine press to MECO (Main
Engine Cut Off)‘ is prelude to things to come. The free ride
ends now and we have work to do. Our cue for this begins with
the command: ‗MECO on schedule‘. Using a very
realistic set of control panels, switches and command instructions, we are instructed in how to fly
the Shuttle to continue on with our mission.
I have found this programme a relaxing way to
spend a few hours and my only drawback is the
music which can be monotonous at times. So I hope
I have given you enough interest to go fly a Shuttle!

— Phil Shepherdson

Editor’s Note:
There is an alternative version of this demo
available online, from:

http://www.space-shuttle-mission.com
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To the Right Honourable York Aftronomical Society.
Candor and Opennefs of Heart, which fhine in all your Words and Actions,
exacts the higheft Efteem from all who have the Honour to know You.

by Philip
Jennings

Spectators to our Universe

An Account of Three-Hundred year-old Minds,
their likenefs to our own, what we may learn from them;
and a defcripiction of the various extremes of the Univerfe.
Four or possibly five years ago, I bought a little book. It was
my first really, really old book and is still the oldest I‘ve got by
24 years — positively reeking of that wonderful old-book
smell. It‘s battered, with the cover missing, the spine damaged
and a few opening pages have gone astray. There are holes in
some of the pages and some eighteenth-century blighter went
about correcting all the spelling mistakes.
This cripple of a book, supported on the shelf by two old Strand
Magazines either side of it, shows its age in other ways. It has a
hilariously ingratiating, gushing dedication to gain the ‗Right
Honourable Charles Earl of Sunderland‘s‘ favour (partially
replicated above the title) and every lower-case ‗s‘ is printed as
an ‗f‘.
Yet this battered little book contains some fascinating helpings
of Eighteenth-century Food for Thought. It is… The Spectator
Magazine (published before the current, very long-running
Spectator was launched), containing many articles written in
the year of 1712.
The author identifies himself mysteriously as ‗The Spectator‘, a
fictional narrator. At a few points he seems to let slip a secret
identity… a Mr Drydon. In fact, The Spectator was founded by

Joseph Addison and Richard Steele and my research into the
magazine‘s history hasn‘t thrown up any such name as Drydon.
There is a great variety of articles. For example, one is an argument on gardening styles — ‗...Instead of humouring Nature,
[British Gardeners] love to deviate from it as much as possible.
Our Trees rise in Cones, Globes, and Pyramids. We see the
marks of Scissors upon every Plant and Bush… ...I would
rather look upon a Tree in all its Luxuriancy and Diffusion of
Boughs and Branches, than when it is thus cut and trimmed into
a Mathematical Figure‘. Then we have a paper on how many
old works and sermons are ‗dry and insipid‘.
The article that interests me most is a description of how science can be a bit mind-boggling. It‘s an exciting read. The author was writing at the start of the 18th Century, when Popular
Science was born. Science was talked about profusely as objects more huge and, at the other extreme, more tiny were found
and popularized. Lords and Ladies would invite their friends
over and wow them with tiny refractors. It became fashionable
to chatter about the latest discoveries. Indeed, The Spectator
publicised that it wanted ―to bring philosophy out of the closets
and libraries, schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs and assemblies, at tea-tables and coffeehouses‖, recommending to its
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readers that they should ―consider it part of the tea-equipage.‖
They were writing on the crest of a wave of public interest in
Science and Philosophy. This is demonstrated by the estimate
that in its single year of existence (1711-1712) it was read by a
tenth of London‘s population (although only 3000 copies of
each daily paper were released).
This was the start of modern Science, which has become a part
of all of our lives. ‗The Spectator‘ was fascinated by the latest
advances — which were coming thick and fast.
I find the author‘s talk of microbes and exo-planets remarkable
and of historical significance. However, it is also interesting to
consider how, despite the three centuries that lie between us and
that long-dead author —who is now no doubt six feet below a
crumbling grave-stone— how very real his words are, still. For
all the scientific advances (which the author could not have
dreamt of) that have occurred in those 298 years, talk of other
worlds, light years and infinity fascinates and boggles our
minds just as much as it did then. Times and ideas change, but
the nature of the human mind doesn‘t.
Below I shall reproduce the article. To ensure that the reader is
feeling thoroughly Eighteenth-century-y, I‘m keeping to the
original spelling and grammar. Note that to the astronomer, the
article only starts to get really interesting in the third paragraph.

— Philip Jennings,
Saturday 06/03/2010

No 420.

A

S THE Writers in Poetry and Fiction borrow their several Materials from outward Objects,
and join them together at their own Pleasure, there
are others who are obliged to follow Nature more
closely, and to take entire Scenes out of her. Such are
Historians, natural Philosophers, Travellers, Geographers, and in a Word, all who describe visible Objects
of a real Existence.

Wednesday, July 2. 1712.
Quocunque volunt mentem
Auditoris agunto.

Hor.
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It is the most agreeable Talent of an Historian, to be
able to draw up his Armies and fight his Battels in
proper Expressions, to set before our Eyes the Divisions,
Cabals, and Jealousies of Great Men, and to lead us Step
by Step into the several Actions and Events of his History. We love to see the Subject unfolding it self by Degrees, and breaking upon us insensibly, that so we may
be kept in a pleasing Suspence, and have Time given us
to raise our Expectations, and to side with one of the Parties concerned in the Relation. I confess this shows more
the Art than the Veracity of the Historian, but I am only
to speak of him as he is qualified to please the Imagination. And in this respect Livy has, perhaps, excelled all
who ever went before him, or have written since his
Time. He describes every thing in so lively a manner,
that his whole History is an admirable Picture, and
touches on such proper Circumstances in every Story,
that his Reader becomes a kind of Spectator, and feels in
himself all the variety of Passions, which are correspondent to the several Parts of the Relation.
BUT among this Sett of Writers, there are none who
more gratifie and enlarge the Imagination, than the Authors of the New Philosophy, whether we consider their
Theories of the Earth or Heavens, the Discoveries they
have made by Glasses, or any other of their Contemplations on Nature. We are not a little pleased to find that
every green Leaf swarm with Millions of Animals, that at
their largest Growth are not visible to the naked Eye.
There is something very engaging to the Fancy, as well as
to our Reason, in the Treatises of Metals, Minerals,
Plants and Meteors. But when we survey the whole Earth
at once, and the several Planets that lye within its
Neighbourhood, we are filled with a pleasing Astonishment, to see so many Worlds hanging one above another,
and sliding about their Axles in such an amazing Pomp
and Solemnity. If, after this, we contemplate those wide
Fields of Ether, that reach in height as far as Saturn to
the fixt Stars, and run abroad almost to an infinitude,
our Imagination finds its Capacity filled with so immense
a Prospect, and puts itself upon the Stretch to comprehend it. But if we yet rise higher, and consider fixt Stars
as so many vast Oceans of Flame, that are each of them
attended with a different set of Planets, and still discover
new Firmanents and new Lights, that are sunk farther in
those unfathomable Depths of Ether, so as not to be seen
by the strongest of our Telescopes, we are lost in such a
Labarynth of Suns and Worlds, and confounded with the
Immensity and Magnificence of Nature.
NOTHING is more pleasant to the Fancy, than to
enlarge it self, by Degrees, in its Contemplation of the
various Proportions which its several Objects bear to
each other, when it compares the Body of a Man to the
Bulk of the whole Earth, the Earth to the Circle it describes round the Sun, that Circle to the Sphere of the
fixt Stars, the Sphere of the fixt Stars to the Circuit of the
whole Creation, the Whole Creation it self to the Infinite
Space that is everywhere diffused about it; or when the
Imagination works downward, and considers the Bulk of
a human Body, in respect of an Animal, a hundred times
less than a Mite, the particular Limbs of such an Animal,
the different Springs which actuate the Limbs, the Spirits
which set these Springs a going, and the proportionable
Minuteness of these several Parts, before they have arrived at their full Growth and Perfection. But if, after all
this, we take the least Particle of these Animal Spirits,

and consider its Capacity of being wrought into a World,
that shall contain within those narrow Dimensions a
Heaven and Earth, Stars and Planets, and every different
Species of living Creatures, in the same Analogy and
Proportion they bear to each other in our own Universe;
such a Speculation, by reason of its Nicety, appears ridiculous to those who have not turned their Thoughts
that way, tho’, at the same time, it is founded on no less
than the Evidence of a Demonstration. Nay, we might
carry it farther, and discover in the smallest Particle of
this little World, a new in exhausted Fund of Matter, capable of being spun out into another Universe.
I have dwelt the longer on this Subject, because I
think it may shew us the proper Limits, as well as the
Defectiveness, of our Imagination; how it is confined to a
very small Quantity of Space, and immediately stopt in
its Operations, when it endeavours to take in any thing
that is very great, or very little. Let a Man try to conceive
the different Bulk of an Animal, which is twenty, from
another which is a hundred times less than a Mite, or to
compare, in his Thoughts, a length of a thousand Diameters of the Earth, with that of a Million, and he will
quickly find that he has no different Measures in his
Mind, adjusted to such extraordinary Degrees of Grandeur or Minuteness. The Understanding, indeed, opens
an infinite Space on every side of us, but the Imagination,
after a few faint Efforts, is immediately at a stand, and
finds her self swallowed up in the Immensity of the Void
that surrounds it: Our Reason can pursue a Particle of
Matter through an infinite variety of Divisions, but the
Fancy soon loses sight of it, and feels in it self a kind of
Charm, that wants to be filled with Matter of a more sensible Bulk. We can neither widen, nor contract the Faculty to the Dimensions of either Extream: The Object is
too big for our Capacity, when we would comprehend
the Circumference of a World, and dwindles into nothing, when we endeavour after the Idea of an Atome.
IT is possible this Defect of Imagination may not be in
the Soul it self, but as it acts in Conjunction with the
Body. Perhaps there may not be room in the Brain for
such a variety of Impressions, or the Animal Spirits may
be incapable of figuring them in such a manner, as is
necessary to excite so very large or very minute Ideas.
However it be, we may well suppose that Beings of a
higher Nature very much excel us in this respect, as it is
probable the Soul of Man will be infinitely more perfect
hereafter in this Faculty, as well as in all the rest; insomuch that, perhaps, the Imagination will be able to Keep
Pace with Understanding, and to form in it self distinct
Ideas of all the different Modes and Quantities of Space.
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— The Spectator, writing in
his first new publication for
nearly three centuries.
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by
Martin
Dawson
These notes are culled from the YAS Yahoo site, e-mail and communications to me plus my note books
and observations of what you lot are up to. But remember they are your records and not just mine, so
please do contribute. Thank You.
— Martin Dawson
‘Hypatia gave long boring lectures, this upset Cyril who had her murdered…’
— Martin Lunn, Meeting No. 812, 2009 November 20
2009 October 02, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 809, 55 Attendees
This evening saw us have our Annual General Meeting and it was good to see so many people turn out… Or was it for… Paul money‘s talk that
followed? Paul ‗Bambi Magic‘ Money presented ‗On Top of The World‘ and told us of his recent adventures as resident astronomer for a total
solar eclipse expedition that also took in a trip to the North Pole. Certainly one of the best talks the YAS has had in 2009.
2009 October 05, Monday, Yorkshire Philosophical Society lecture from Professor M. M. Woolfson (report from James Barwell)
Didn't get a chance to speak to him unfortunately but it was a very interesting lecture. He was basically rubbishing the current theory of ‗solar
nebula‘ planetary formation and proposing his own one called the capture theory. It was pretty wild and I can't recall every detail, but it involves
the inner planets being created from a collision between two gas giants. Pretty crazy at first and I'm still a bit sceptical but he made a very convincing argument. What was great was even though it wasn't a specialist astronomy audience, we still got a really in-depth talk that wouldn't have
been out of place at one of our meetings. I signed up as a member there as the upcoming talks look really good too. They were very welcoming
and I even got a glass of wine at the end — think we should definitely have this at YAS!
2009 October 16, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 810, 37 Attendees
A past member of the YAS, Mr. Martin Morgan-Taylor presented ‗Observatories which I have visited when at Light Pollution Conferences‘ Martin‘s talk must warrant the longest title of any talk the YAS has had witness to! It was certainly a very interesting whistle-stop tour of some very
major (and in some cases Historical) Observatories. He took us to La Palma to see MAGIC 1, William Hershel Telescope and Gran Tecan. Next
onto Austria to see the Kuffner Sternwarte Observatory in Vienna with its heliometer of 1896, The Great refractor with a 11-inch OG from 1886
as well as the Vienna university observatory. Then we headed to Tucson, Arizona in the USA to see the solar observatory. Martin does a great
deal of work for the campaign for dark skies and it is suggested you all take a look at www.darksky.org
2009 November 06, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 811, 34 Attendees
Dr. Jim Wild of Lancaster University presented ‗Climate Change and the Sun Earth Connection‘ Here was a subject I have been interested in for
some time. What effect does the sun have on the earth‘s climate change or are the problems on Earth due to humans? A long talk but a very interesting one and it was good to see a lot of questions, clearly a subject a lot of other people were interested in.
2009 November 07, Saturday, Clothworkers’ Hall, Leeds University, Leeds Astromeet 2009, hosted by the Leeds AS
This event is fixed in the astronomical calendar just like the rising and setting of the moon. This years was a very special occasion for the Leeds
Astronomical Society, it‘s their 150th anniversary — to put that into YAS context, it will be 2122AD before we reach that lofty birthday, (... I
will of course see you all there…). They had five lectures through the day. First up was Prof. Alan Watson of Leeds University: ‗The Birth of
Cosmic Ray Astronomy on the Argentine Pampas‘ — a very interesting subject that had its birth at Havara Park near Harrogate. The YAS once
visited way back in the late ‘80s, perhaps it would be good if Prof. Watson could come to YAS? Next up was Prof. Monica Grady who presented
‗Astronomy by microscope‘. I caught up with Prof. Grady and we had a good chat, she asked about YAS and says she would like to visit again.
Lunch next, Simon and I took James for a Japanese meal at Fuji Hero, mmmm... Cha-Han rice with Miso soup...
Prof. Mike Edmunds was next and he discussed ‗the Antikythera Mechanism‘ — it‘s good to see this Ancient Greek geared mechanism in
mainstream science being taken seriously, in the ‘70s kooks and UFO-loons claimed at as proof of some lost ancient civilisation... Prof. Dame
Jocelyn Bell-Burnell of Oxford University presented ‗In Pursuit of Pulsars‘ next, and this was brilliant — Dame Jocelyn‘s delivery was some
thing to behold. A complex subject presented in a manner anyone could understand and dare I say being a moon and planet person, Dame Jocelyn
had me converted! I also managed to have a chat with her, watch this space as they say…
And finally, we had Dr. Allan Chapman of Wadham College, Oxford, who I suspect was introduced to most of the people in the lecture theatre for the first time. ‗James Glaisher: Victorian Astronomer, Meteorologist and Aeronaut‘ was the subject, and James Glaisher is famous for
making an ascent in a balloon from near Wolverhampton.
2009 November 14, Saturday, Rufforth, YAS’ 5 th Observatory
Second Working Saturday saw Martin Whipp and John Roberts work on the roof of the storage container, while Paul Buglass worked on an extra
solar cell for the observatory‘s power supply. I just worked through some accounts...
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2009 November 17, Tuesday, Rufforth, YAS’ 5 th Observatory
Tonight was the maximum of the Leonid Meteors but unfortunately it was 10/10ths cloudy virtually all night. Paul Buglass, Martin Whipp, Glen,
Gareth and Glen‘s nephews attended while I was there with a friend from work. We did manage to check that the storage container is waterproof
after last Saturday‘s efforts. We also had a ‗little‘ tidy up, and having the heater on helped keep damp at bay. As I was leaving I met Martin Hall
and had a quick chat with him.
2009 November 20, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 812, 34 Attendees
Martin Lunn, MBE ‗Pre-telescopic Astronomy‘. A while ago Martin presented ‗Viking Astronomy‘ and it was a short talk and like he said there‘s
not much known about what the Viking‘s thought of the sky. I told Martin to get his finger out and start researching, good to see he did some
work! It shews in his latest presentation. For anyone who likes the history of astronomy, Martin‘s talk is well worth seeing. Perhaps see him at
another society‘s meeting? Afterwards a small number of us went to the Observatory — Orion looked good and I tried to take some pictures of
M42, but they came out rubbish...
2009 December 04, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 813, 26 Attendees
‗The British Ministry of Space‘ presented by Martin Dawson, MSS, BIS. Yes, well, he stood in front of you lot and bellowed about what went
wrong with the UK‘s presence in space, cataloguing the lost opportunities, lost talent and lost hardware. If only...
2009 December 12, Saturday, Sutton Bank, Sutton Bank Star Party (report from Paul Buglass)
Too ill to make it. Really sore headed and weak and shivery! Full of green gunk too! Hope the clear skies last up there for you all. TTFN.
Martin Dawson replied… You missed a classic YAS meet Paul; we had hundreds, and a good number of telescopes. At one point am waving my
arm about explaining some point to a small family group when a very bright meteor appeared. They were amazed! Wish I could do that all the
time! Martin Whipp's presentations went very well by all accounts, some 60 people in his first talk and around 100 in his second! Richard had his
Lightbridge, the Ring Nebula looked amazing. John Roberts, Martin Whillock, and Paul Mackey all had telescopes, while Martin Hall and Barry
was there in support. I had problems with the 12-in Meade, we really need to get a decent power supply for it. The Milky Way was well defined
and Orion looked good as always. Jupiter was up but really was a mess with its low altitude in the wet and muck. A lot of people saw meteors, I
saw around 5-6 really bright ones and they all seemed to come from Gemini. We left around 22:00 as Mars rose in the West. All in all an excellent
event. Regards all.
Barry Beckwith replied… I have to agree. The sky certainly had a wow factor that blew John's mum away when we arrived. We missed Martin‘s
first talk, but if the second one was anything to go by it will have been excellent. I must mention Martin Lunn‘s involvement here also. His knowledge and use of the laser pointer, captivated many of the viewing public outside. It was my first visit to Sutton Bank and for sure will not be my
last. Pity the tea bar was closed though as we would have stayed longer if John‘s mum could have taken on board a hot drink to keep out the cold.
All in all it was pretty well perfect for the second talk by Martin, as the stage had been set for many of the audience by the tour of the night sky
made available prior to his oratory by the team manning the scopes. An extremely well done must go to all YAS members for a very successful
event.
Paul Mackay replied… Cold, but great fun and I would say it was the best sky I have seen in the UK ever... (but I have never been to Kielder!).
Thanks everyone!
Martin Hall replied… Hello Paul & All, I also had a great time Saturday night. Planets, Nebulae, Star clusters, Binary stars and a good deal of
meteorites, I lost count at 20. A good talk by Mr Whipp and a few teas from my flask to warm up and back out for more. It‘s always nice to see a
nice silky Milkyway even if the old night vision goes with the odd car headlight. I got talking to a couple of Gents from near Scarborough who
enjoyed the talk and were amazed at what they saw through the scopes and gave them a butchers through my binoculars, helped them with a few
constellations and pointed out an elliptical galaxy in The Plough to the best of my knowledge. They were well chuffed, said they were glad that
they came and I even felt a little useful, which was nice. I must remember to leave my star charts in the car, and one of those green laser pointers,
anyone know where I can get one? I stopped near a place called Gilling, on the backroads while driving home to see Sirius rising and Procyon
nice and bright, then concentrated on the Twins, only to catch a few more Meteors. So once again thoroughly enjoyable folks. I might go to ‗Cafe
Scientifique‘ on Wednesday but it could be sold out, will see. Cheers. PS. Nice to meet you Paultheprisonnurse, I‘m sure we will talk more in the
near future.
John Roberts replied… One youngster of about 13 or 14 decided to start asking me some right posers. like why can‘t anything go faster than light
and why doesn‘t a neutron star collapse further and become a black hole. All that after being in the cold for a few hours and the grey cells slowing
down as they approached freezing. Kids are such a joy! Catch you later.
Martin Lunn replied… MartinD, Number of visitors [was] between 130-150 going by the number of people who went to Martin Whipp‘s talk.
2009 December 18, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 814, 16 Attendees

‗The Great YAS Failure Meeting of 2009‘ due to terrible snow storms and confusion amongst the YAS — the it-is-on it-is-off meeting went
ahead and what a laugh we had! Martin Whipp presented ‗The Star of Bethlehem‘ and very interesting it was too. There was drinks and nibbles
and afterwards Simon, Neal, Martins Whipp and Dawson all had a Indian meal.
2010 January 01, Friday
We had no formal meeting on the 1st for obvious reasons but on the evening of 31st December we did have an 18% Lunar Eclipse that was well
worth looking for amongst the scudding clouds. Some of us observed it and I managed to take some pictures.
2010 January 04, Monday, somewhere in Yorkshire, Quadrantids (report from Phillip Jennings)
Hullo All. Surveying the north-western sky, I saw three Quadrantids in 45 minutes. All extremely fast, bronze little spikes. The brightest was
about Mag. -1 or so... a gripping shower, because of the brievity of the meteors, but I had to come in after 45 minutes so as not to become a garden
ice-statue. I had five layers on and I was still shivering, then I lost my pencil in the snow! Brrr. Anyway, has anyone had better luck with the
Quadrantids? Or has anyone got advice as to how to stay remotely warm whilst sitting, observing meteors in snow and minus something temperatures? Clear Skies.
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Astromind 1986
Answers
Answers to Astromind 1986 Quiz
(see page 17):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ron Evans
Apollo Applications Programme
Elliott See and Charles Bassett
Modular Equipment Stowage Assembly
Descartes Highlands
Gordon Cooper
Gordon Cooper
Alan Shepard, setting foot on the Moon,
Apollo 14
9.
Mike Collins
10.
Eugene Cernan
11.
Apollo 10‘s Lunar Module
12.
Tom Stafford, Deke Slayton and Vance Brand
13.
Apollo 14
14.
Aurora 7, Scott Carpenter
15.
Gemini 5 to avoid Hurricane Betsy, cut by 1
orbit.
16.
Gumdrop and Spider
17.
59.5 days (will do to ½ day)
18.
Richard Gordon
19.
16 July 1969
20.
S1-C
21.
Deep Space Network – used to track Apollo to
the Moon and back
22.
Apollo 4
23.
Apollo 16
24.
Neil Armstrong (Joe Engle did not fly Apollo)
25.
Arabella on Skylab 3
26.
Pete Conrad and Joe Kerwin
27.
Walt Cunningham, Apollo 7
28.
Astronaut Manoeuvring Unit
29.
Gemini 7
30.
Dave Scott did a Stand up EVA on Apollo 15
31.
Redstone, Atlas, Titan, Staurn IB and Staurn V

2010 January 04, Monday, somewhere in Scotland, Partial Lunar
Eclipse (report from Simon Howard)
Just got back from Scotland and it was clear up there! Took a picture of the
partial eclipse. Put in the Eclipse folder in the YAS Yahoo site.
2010 January 15, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 815,
40 Attendees
‗Comets in Asteroid‘s Clothing‘ by Prof. Linda French, Illinois Wesleyan
University, USA — when I saw the name of the University that Linda
quoted I was a little bit spooked as my other hat as Finance Minister said
‗this speakers fee‘s are gonna be huge!‘ — fear not, she is at York University. A lot of people attended tonight‘s talk and I do believe they were not
disappointed.
2010 January 18, Monday, Stargate Observatory (report from Paul
Buglass)
Hi All, I had to undertake some chauffeuring duties last night, and as a
result arrived home at about 9:40pm. Got out of the car to a nice clear
southern half sky, with Orion prominent in the South, Gemini looking
good, and a bright orange Mars high in the SE. I went inside to get
wrapped up in order to open up my Obs, came out at 9:45, and it was
cloudy! Doh! I was looking forward to bringing the C14 to bear on Mars as
it approaches opposition. Maybe tonight? (partially cloudy forecast)
Maybe on Wednesday at the Knavesmire? Maybe later this week if the
predicted poor weather doesn‘t turn out to be as bad as forecast. Did anyone else manage to turn a telescope onto Mars last night? I might be arriving late to the Knavesmire on Wednesday because I may be travelling back
from Leeds that evening. Is anyone collecting the Meade? It should give
some good views of Mars, clouds permitting.
John Lockett replied... I missed it too. Took some pics with camera on
Astrotrac but clouds appeared while I was considering getting a scope.
Richard Annett replied… Thanks guys. Great advice and very useful websites Paul. I would love to bring the scope to the next star party but may be
a bit late myself. I'll definitely bring it to the Observatory or the next party.
I too missed Mars last night by about ten minutes. I had it to my side the
whole way up the M1 but by the time I got home and pulled the SCT out of
the wretched upstairs bedroom it was gone. Should have gone with the
trusty 80mm! Are there going to be a few people out for opposition? I
would like to attend also on 29th/30th. Incidentally (to all), I was observing
M42 last night when a satellite passed right across my field of view at exactly 7.23pm. Is there any way I can find out what I saw?
Barry Beckwith answered… Richard. Go to Heavens above on the net. Sign
up and input your home location coordinates and you can find out about
most events including the ISS. Which coincidentally is due to pass over
again tonight at 17:21 and 18:57. A great site and very popular with YAS
members.
Richard Annett replied... Golly that was awesome. I (almost definitely) saw
the Cosmos 1758 rocket body at Mag 4.5. What a site! Mind you, I should
maybe do some work now. Thanks.

2010 January 20, Wednesday, Knavesmire Road, Public Star Party (report from Paul Buglass)
Hi All. I didn‘t manage to get out to the Knavesmire tonight despite intentions to do so. This was because I was weak and was seduced by the
shiny new Full HD TV and Blu-ray player sitting in my lounge. I can‘t take my eyes off it, it‘s so beautiful. I hope some gaps in the cloud appear
for you all at the Knavesmire tonight. Will see some of you at the YAS committee meeting on Friday and the University next Tuesday. Clear, dark
skies.
Barry Beckwith answered… Massive turnout at the Knavesmire, Paul. May have been cloudy, but lots of chat on a wide range of subjects kept us
all entertained. That TV has really affected you more than you know if you are thinking of going to the Uni next Tuesday. The event is Wednesday. See you at the meeting on Friday.
Martin Dawson answered… Should ‘ave been there, we had a reet laff. Barry, Martins Whipp & Hall (and me), Glen, Neal, Alex, James Barwell,
Charlotte, Johns Lockett & Rowland, Phil Holmes, plus some guests. Although the sky was totally clouded over and it was cold, we had a good
chat, a couple of folks had some optics but it was more show-and-tell. We drifted off and by 21:30 had all dispersed. Shame about the weather but
a good time was had by all.
2010 January 27, Wednesday, Physics Department, York University, Astronomy Outreach Event
This evening saw a large YAS contingent take their telescopes to the Physics Department to help with their Astronomy evening. They are planpage 24
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ning to build an Astrocamp using the Observatory on the University site. [see page 7 of ALGOL 76 — Ed] A lecture followed by a buffet (the
food was excellent!) was the first part of the evening while some of us were in the car park using the 12-in Meade to look at the moon and Mars.
All in all an excellent evening and one that both helped YAS and the University. [We have also received a Thank You letter from the University,
see page 7 this issue — Ed]
2010 January 29-30 Friday/Saturday, YAS’ 5th Observatory and various other sites
This weekend saw a brilliant run of observations from both the YAS Observatory and individual members‘ Observatories.
Friday was very clear but freezing cold and although I had my telescope with me in the Skodo —am bone idle and left it there— We had one
of the best turnouts at the YAS Observatory in a very long time. With Glen (70mm Apo), John Roberts, John Rowland, Martin Hall, Neal, Richard
Arnett (LX50 10-in), Martin Whipp, Phillip Jennings and his father Richard, Paul Buglass (16-in Dobsonian ‗Buster‘), Paul‘s wife Linda, Paul
Mackay and new members Dave and Phil, and myself. PaulB had his 16-in trained on Mars, fantastic views, you could really see the South Polar
cap and detail along the edge. Trapezium in The Orion Nebula looked brilliant (as usual). The moon was very near full and so washed a lot of
targets out. I found the temperature on my cars‘ display shewing -1 but it felt much colder and was very dry. Lots of business was conducted, a
subscriber renewal and other paperwork, plus the YAS presented Phillip Jennings with a surplus 8-in mirror with diagonal, and an OG for a finder
for his GCSE project, ‗we watch from afar...‘ One or two people slowly drifted off, leaving Martin H, Glen and me to wrap up around midnight.
Saturday evening saw a few emails with people passing on their apologises but we had a good turnout. Glen B and his friends Jules and Gareth
were there first, MartinH and myself got things started. Followed by Barry and his grandson John, with John Rowland and Young-Master-James
turning up last. The wind was very light but still cold; I set up my 5-in refractor while Glen had his 70mm Apo. Mars was our first target of choice
— John Rowland was jumping up and down getting all excited — I must admit Mars is stunning at the moment. The moon was just past full and
illuminated everything. I tried one of my 2-in eye pieces with polarising filters. Mmmm... Am not sure about these. They add four extra glass surfaces hence more internal reflections. Looking at the moon‘s limb a hint of another image can be just seen. Q. Why don't manufacturers coat their
filters? They may be coloured but they need an anti-reflection coating (Wish I was still at Vickers Instruments (The Ol‘ Firm) I would have had
them done, they used to coat their filters...). I then used an ND (Neutral Density) filter on a Meade 26mm e/p and the view was much better. Glen
loaned me one of his filters and we looked at M42 but I don't think it improved matters although he said the dust lanes were more prominent. I
asked MartinH if he had any favourites and we discussed double stars, so Castor and the Iota Cancri was found. Iota is gorgeous, a blue star and a
yellow star very close. Final target was Saturn but we had to wait ‘til midnight for it to rise above the muck over 'The Copmanthorpe Triangle'.
The rings are opening out and a shadow can be seen on the planet, Titan was away to one side. Glen during the evening had a webcam and laptop
set up on his Apo and had some brilliant views of M42. All in all a very good productive weekend with lots of people out at both the Observatory
and observing on their own. Regards all.
James Barwell added... Had some great views of Mars last night through Martin‘s refractor. The ice cap was quite easily visible and I could just
about see some darker patches. John Rowland showed me how to use a chart to find the longitude of the planet currently facing us, and therefore
use the map correctly. Very interesting to learn, and more satisfying than ‗cheating‘ with the computer! We got one of the big Dobs out (the one
with the Telrad) but it was pretty crappy [A very technical term I see James…—MartinD] for Mars unfortunately. The mirror is really filthy, collimation was way out of whack and the planet had huge amounts of lobbing. It was still possible to make out the ice cap with some effort. Later
turned it towards M42 which was a lot better. Went back to Mars on Martin‘s refractor, then had a good look at double-stars Castor and Iota Cancri, plus a quick look at craters on the edge of the Moon which appeared to be just past being full. Spent the final part of the night discussing/
arguing with Julian over all things Microsoft, Apple and Linux, which is always good fun! After arriving back, I fired up http://www.google.com/
mars/ and had a quick explore before bed. Olympus Mons is fantastic, I just wish there was a better way to see the scale of it with the website. —
James Barwell
The following was posted by a friend of mine in the model club...
Martin. You should have been out here last night. The sky was wonderfully clear and I spent a good hour freezing to death, well nearly to death,
looking at the moon and Mars and lots of other little twinkling things in the sky. — Francis
2010 February 02, Tuesday, Easingwold Observatory (report from Martin Whillock)
Visited tonight with Trusty the 6‖ TAL — Orion Nebula. Mars, no detail. Andromeda, no detail. Whirlpool, very feint. Good clear sky before the
Moon came up.
2010 February 03, Wednesday, Stargate Observatory (report from Paul Buglass)
Hi Martin, All. Sounds like you managed some good observing last night. I‘m surprised you couldn‘t discern any detail on Mars? Did you use a
high enough magnification? Perhaps a moon filter or other coloured filter may have helped? I‘m just about over my illness, which has frustratingly
prevented me from doing any observing on the clear nights we have had. Now that I am well enough to go out and open up my observatory again,
we have cloud forecast for the foreseeable future. Doh! Let‘s hope for some clear nights while the Moon is out of the way and Mars is still of a
reasonable size. CDS... soon please!
John Lockett replied... I find the Baader moon and skylight filter excellent with Mars and certainly saw some detail last night. Got the webcam out
— first attempt attached.
2010 February 05, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No. 816, 60 Attendees
Ryan Hickox of Durham presented ‗Supermassive Black Holes and the Growth of Galaxies‘. Well, this must have been popular, I counted 60!
Well done you all for making the effort for attending. Dr. Hickox shewed the results from Hubble and Chandra and this being the first light for the
new projector shewed off the colours beautifully.
2010 February 10, Wednesday, Knavesmire Hard Standing, Private Star Party for the Brownies from South Bank
Tonight Martin Whipp and Glen helped me with a star party for the Brownies at St Chad‘s Church in South Bank. It was cloudy. The Brownies
came at 18:30. It cleared, we saw Double Cluster, Pleiades, Mars, but the best was Iridium 81 at 18:55, it was -2 mag and stunning. We packed up
at 19:00. It came in cloudy, someone was watching, thank you... It was great fun watching Martin and Glen receive their Stargazer badges…
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2010 February 13, Saturday, somewhere in Yorkshire (report from Martin Whillock)
Chairman Martin Whipp has declared 2010 the year of finishing the Observatory and making it fully operational, so we all need to get stuck in.
After the bad weather a good start was made today the Second Saturday of the Month. Glen Berry, John Cork, Barry Beckwith, Phillip Holmes,
James Barwell, John Rowland, Martins Dawson, Whillock, & Whipp, Paul Buglass, and later Qamar Uddin all came to help get stuff done. A lot
of rubbish was removed for burning or to be taken to the tip. Please will members not bring materials or furniture, etc. to the Observatory ‗because
they might be useful‘ — please ask if it‘s wanted first. The shelving was removed from the container, and the new cupboards put in place. The
wheelchair ramps were started with clearing the way and measuring up for construction. All the storage areas were reviewed and tidied. Decisions
were made about improving the power supplies, and a solar panel was brought in for the workshop/store. All the mirrors were removed from the
two 10‖ Dobsonians and the 12‖ AE Luton. The Dobs‘ mirrors will be washed, and the 12‖ AE Luton mirrors will go to Orion for Hiluxing. The
pics attached shew the AE details, and they will help us get them back together again! An attempt will be made to place slipping clutches on the
two axis drive shafts, to protect the fragile worms and worm wheels. Any thoughts about this would be appreciated. CDS.
2010 February 15, YAS’ 5th Observatory, New Moon Watch Programme (report from Barry Beckwith)
Tonight not too far past the prescribed time of 18:00, I was delighted to witness the first trial of Qamar's new moon webcam live streaming. Unfortunately because of clouds the trial had to be carried out in the observatory. I am uploading the print screen images to the Yahoo group for all to
see.
Feedback for the team: Once the cam was active and focussed, very presentable video was transmitted. In many ways equal if not better that
most of our mainstream broadcasters. Audio was excellent up to a point. Problems occurred by the over modulation of those either close to the
cam or in the background shouting. This resulted in serious degradation of sound quality which became quite rasping. It seemed that those in the
background (Glenn and Martin) were coming over perfect. It has to be recognised by people that they do not need to shout to be heard in Abu
Dhabi. Other than that huge congratulations have to be given to the team that hopefully brought about the dawning of new technology to further
enhance the way YAS reaches out to the community either locally, nationally and internationally.
Martin Hall replied… Good Evening Barry, that's great feedback. I myself arrived at the Obs at approximately 17:20hrs to be greeted by PaulB
and Glen on the pad. Inside, MartinW1 and MartinD were programming the wireless handset for the Mead along with Qamar and son who were
preparing their instruments to go online. The visibility was poor however it was an interesting trial webcast by Qamar, incorporating the webcam
and telescope with an online view of a tree and clouds. Once we realised the clouds were not going to clear the webcam was turned to the chaps
inside, with a few piece de cameras from Messrs Dawson and Whip. Qamar‘s explanations were informative and PaulB powered up a laptop for
an in-house view of how the webcast was looking online. Qamar received several messages from online viewers at various places around the globe
with a report of a good view of the crescent moon from, I think it was Jordan. I learnt a lot about webcasting and was glad that I didn‘t turn home
after seeing the cloud and rain. I think the next webcast up at Sutton Bank Gliding Club will be great. Webcasting could be used by YAS for future
celestial events or other events for that matter, so well done Qamar! And thank you for the spicy Bargies.
2010 February 19, Friday, Priory Street Centre, YAS Meeting No 817, 33 Attendees
Dr David Jenkins presented ‗How to read a Stellar Bar Code‘. This was something the YAS has not witnessed in years if not decades, Dr. Jenkins
brought along some equipment including lamps of different wavelengths (Tungsten, Cadmium and Mercury). Phillip Jennings got all excited and
even helped out at one point. At the end of the evening when Dr Jenkins is packing his things away I had to beat young Philip with big sticks to
stop him purloining certain items…
2010 February 20, Saturday, Shuttle and ISS viewing (report from Dave Evetts, MIdlans Spaceflight Society)
The following was posted on the Midlands Spaceflight Society‘s Yahoo forum, although not YAS-based it‘s included here as I wanted to share it
with you. Thanks go to Dave Evetts.
To: midlandspaceflightsociety@yahoogroups.co.uk
Very early this morning Saturday 20th Feb I went out into my garden and looked up. The clouds drifted to the east just in time for me to find
Saturn and spot the ISS popping out of eclipse at 05:47. So I have seen the ISS before, but... About two moon-widths ahead of the bright dot of the
ISS was a fainter point of light, keeping formation. This was the space shuttle Endeavour, undocked and pulling away on its way back to Earth. I
just got to see both craft for a few seconds as they travelled across the sky and into a convenient gap in the clouds. It took me a while to realise this
is the first time I have seen a shuttle in orbit: I have seen them on ascent before as they left Florida and flew into our dusky skies, but never before
in flight. It‘s only taken me 29 years. And just in time too. Check out heavens-above.com for sighting times, there might be another chance early
Sunday morning. As the shuttle descends it will pull ahead of the ISS, you must go out earlier than the ISS sighting time. Dave Evetts, Midlands
Spaceflight Society.
/... we will continue from March in the next issue of Algol...

— Martin Dawson
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So You Want To Take Astro Photos?
Chapter 1: Understanding the Challenges
by John Rowland
Imagine you’ve won a competition. The prize is a trip to
the top of the Burj Dubai tower, the tallest building in
the world at 800 metres (half a mile). You take your
camera with you, a selection of lenses, a tripod and a
pair of binoculars. You have no doubt that you’ll be able
to take some superb shots from such a lofty vantage
point. Great!
You arrive at the top of the tower at sunset, which is beautiful.
Your sunset and panorama shots with your standard and wideangle lenses come out fine. Half an hour afterwards, it‘s really
getting quite dark (because the sun goes down so quickly at this
latitude) and the landscape below turns from desert orange to a
dusky grey. Dubai is spread out below you, its streets marked
with a myriad of pin-point lights. You can see the Sheik‘s palace over there, and yes, that‘s the Souk by the harbour. Using
your binoculars, you can see down into an old courtyard dimly
lit with traditional oil lamps, whilst out in the Gulf to the northwest, you can see the lights of an oil platform shimmering in
the evening air.

Still with your wide-angle lens, you get some shots of the city
lights. Not bad but not as good as you thought because you‘ve
captured only the brighter ones. You increase the exposure time
to show the dimmer ones as well, but the brighter lights overexpose and your shots seem just a tiny bit blurred.
You decide to have a go at the palace, so mount your camera on
the tripod and change to a longer focal length lens so it doesn‘t
just look like a pea on a drum. The palace is well illuminated
with floodlights and though it‘s a bit tricky to achieve perfect
focus and keep the camera steady, one or two of your shots are,
well, acceptable.
Ok, now for the courtyard. You can see it fine with the binoculars but it‘s rather small in the camera viewfinder. You change
to your second-longest tele-photo and open it up to full bore.
It‘s even fainter now, so you increase exposure time and whack
your camera up to maximum sensitivity. All right, you can see
it now but the image is a bit fuzzy and for some reason the
bally thing won‘t stay put! Every shot is useless.
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Now for the oil platform. You change to your longest telephoto lens. Yeah, the platform‘s there ok but will the wretched
thing stand still! Not only is it dancing about like it‘s got ants in
its pants, but it keeps drifting sideways. Is it moving? No, impossible. These things are locked to the sea bed aren‘t they? All
your shots are terrible.
You pack up and go in from the observation deck, sit down,
order a Martini Burj Blinder and study your pics. The wideangle and standard lens shots taken before it got dark are all
fine; the palace ones are just ok; the rest are rubbish. You
glance out of the window and notice the oil platform isn‘t
where it was earlier, but has moved about 30 degrees to the
right. In fact, the whole panorama has moved round.

— Lens Focal Length
The focal length of a lens is the distance from the lens to the
image it produces. So in a camera, it‘s the distance from the
lens to the film or CCD chip.
Longer focal length lenses produce larger images (of a given
object) than shorter ones.
If you take a picture of a weather vane on a nearby church with
a wide-angle lens, this lens will have a shorter than normal focal length and consequently the weather vane will be very small
within the picture. On the plus side (if indeed it is a plus) you‘ll
probably get the entire church into the shot.

(If you haven‘t guessed it by now, the writer has used poetic
licence to allow the Burj Dubai‘s observation deck and bar to
slowly revolve, as do many famous roof-top restaurants. I don‘t
think it actually does this but it‘s essential to the story!)

If you use a standard lens, the weather vane will be larger but
you‘ll see less of the whole church; if you use a tele-photo lens
(much longer focal length), the weather vane may then fill the
entire frame.

So, what‘s going on and what are the principles?

The trouble with long focal lengths is that your camera then
becomes a sort of optical lever, and the tiniest movement of the
camera will result in a large movement of the image, so it may
blur during the exposure. This means you have to hold the camera very steady, preferably on a sturdy tripod, to get a good
shot.

— 1st Principle
Photography is easy when:
(a) you‘ve got plenty of light
(b) you use standard or wide-angle lenses
(c) neither your subject nor your camera is moving

— Moving Subject

It starts to get tough if one or more of these three things does
not apply.

There are two ways to attempt to get a decent shot of a moving
subject:

— Light

(a) Keep the exposure very short, so the subject doesn‘t
have time to move too much during the exposure. In
other words, ‗freeze‘ the action.

If you don‘t have oodles of light, you have to compensate by
doing one or more of the following:

Trouble with this is that it might conflict with your need to
increase exposure time because there isn‘t much light.

(a) Increase the time for which the shutter is open (so you
give the camera more time to collect and integrate what
available light there is).

(b) Follow the subject by moving the camera so the image
doesn‘t move.

The trouble is, that the longer the shutter is open, the more
likely it is that something will move or happen during that
time, and if it does, you‘ll get a blurred image.

Trouble with this is that it can be quite tricky to do, the
background (if there is one) will be blurred, and sometimes
different parts of the subject move at different rates (eg. a
galloping horse‘s legs and its body).

(b) Use a ‗faster‘ focal ratio. Eg. use f/4 or even f/2.8
instead of say, f/8. This can be achieved by increasing
the lens aperture by opening the iris (or ‗stop‘). This
will increase the actual brightness of the image on the
film or CCD plane.

— Moving Camera
There are two ways to get a decent (still) shot with a moving
camera:

The trouble here is that faster optical systems tend to be
much more expensive or introduce imperfections in the image (aberrations).
(c) Use a more sensitive (‗faster‘) film or increase the sensi
tivity of the CCD chip. Higher sensitivities result in a
given amount of light producing a stronger image.
The trouble here is that in general, more sensitive detectors
(film or CCD) are either more expensive or achieve their
increased sensitivity at the expense of image detail.
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(1) Stop it moving!
(2) Devise some device that will somehow counter the
movement with an equal and opposite movement, per
haps by placing the camera on a specially designed
mechanically-controlled platform?
The trouble here is that it is not always possible to stop the
camera moving, or it is difficult to design and build a platform that smoothly, accurately and without any vibration,
counters the original camera motion.
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— So, back to the Burj Dubai Tower
Your sunset shots using your standard or wide angle lenses
were fine because there was enough light, the lens focal lengths
were short and even if you moved the camera a bit, the exposure times would have been short enough to freeze the motion.
The city lights shots were a bit of a problem because for the
dimmer lights, there wasn‘t enough light to get a decent picture
on a short exposure, so you had to lengthen the exposure time
to compensate. This meant that any camera movement couldn‘t
be frozen any more, so the shots were either too dim or slightly
blurred. As a secondary issue, you also had the problem of how
to handle bright and dim lights in the same picture. More on
that in a later chapter.
So what about the palace shots? Not bad. Palace wellilluminated and camera on tripod so camera movement
(seemingly) eliminated. But longer focal length lens meant you
had to be much more careful not to shake the camera whilst
clicking the shutter. In hindsight, you realise it would have
been better to have used a cable release, so you don‘t actually
touch the camera during the shot.
The courtyard shots were a real pain. Why? Dim subject, telephoto lens used and —you realise afterwards— even though the
camera was on a tripod, the whole observation deck, along with
you, the tripod and the camera was slowly rotating! To add
problem upon problem, you not only increased the exposure
time (so the movement blurred the picture even more) but you

also opened up the lens to its widest possible aperture. As your
telephoto lens was not very expensive, it introduced aberrations
when it was opened up fully.
Finally, the oil platform shots were awful not so much because
there wasn‘t enough light (because the platform lights were
themselves the subject of the photo). They were awful because
they moved, and they moved in two ways. Firstly, they kept
drifting to one side (because the camera was moving) but you
remember I said you saw, ‗the lights of an oil platform shimmering in the evening air.‘ This shimmer is caused by currents
of air at different temperatures in the atmosphere, and as the oil
platform was a good mile or two offshore, you had a good mile
or two of shimmering atmosphere between the oil platform and
the camera.
So what‘s all this got to do with astronomical photography?
The answer is that in astronomical photography, you are likely
to encounter all of the above problems in varying degrees, and
often all at the same time!
Let‘s list the challenges.

— The Challenges
In astronomical photography:
(a) You are frequently trying to photograph subjects that are
very dim, so you need long exposure times to gather
enough light to detect them.
(b) You are frequently trying to photograph subjects that are
very small, so you need long focal length optical systems
to render them visible.
(c) Your camera, together with you, your house and indeed
the whole world, are rotating at a rate of 360º per day.
This is 15º per hour or one degree every four minutes.
But you‘re taking pictures of things not on the earth, and
therefore not rotating with you. This relative movement,
when coupled with long exposure times with long focal
length lenses, means that some form of compensation
for the movement MUST be provided.
These are the challenges. In the following chapters. we‘ll look
at what can we shoot with very little difficulty – and yes, there
are some things! And how will we rise to each challenge and
achieve success?
Notes & References
 ‗Full bore‘ is a term used by photographers to mean opening up the lens
iris to its maximum —thus increasing the aperture— in order, usually, to
capture as much light as possible.

 ―Focal ratio‖ is simply the focal length of an optical system divided by
the aperture of that system. A typical single lens reflex (SLR) camera will
have a standard lens of focal length 50mm. The maximum aperture of such
a lens is typically 18mm, which yields a focal ratio of 2.8 (usually expressed as ―f/2.8‖), but using the lens iris, it could be stopped down to as
little as 2.3mm, yielding a focal ratio of f/22.

This is an approximation, as some specialist optical systems —including
zoom lenses— can achieve long optical focal lengths without the necessity
of long physical lengths.

— John Rowland
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IN FOCUS
An Appraisal of the New Focussing Aid Available
to Amateur Astronomers for Astrophotography:
The Bahtinov Mask
by John Towle
Taking photographs of the night sky whether it is
using a digital SLR camera or a webcam has given
rise to a number of problems relating to procedure,
one of these is the question of bringing the telescope and camera to focus on the respective subject
in the night sky.
One of the devices available to assist in the process of focusing
has been in existence for many years, the Scheiner or Hartmann
disc as it is now called, was apparently invented in 1619 by
Christopher Scheiner. Technically the original disc had two
holes where the Hartmann disc has three. In its basic form the
mask had two holes, each about one third the aperture of the
optic it is being used on, separated by a distance equal to the
holes‘ diameter. The smaller and closer the holes are to the
edge the more defined the image becomes. With three holes
equally spaced around the perimeter, the mask is fitted over the
end of the telescope and focusing takes place using a fairly
bright star, the resulting three hole image merges to one single
disc as focus is achieved, however, the resulting accuracy does
have its problems, when the images merge close to focus the
exact point of best focus can be hard to determine.
In 2004 this problem came to light on one of the major Russian
amateur astronomer‘s forums, over the ensuing months the subject was examined in great detail by some very experienced
astronomers, including one very well respected astrophotographer, Parvel Bahtinov. From his mathematical formulae he produced the design for a mask to cover the end of the telescope to
assist in finding the elusive point of best focus. Although many
designs were submitted and tested Parvel‘s mask was considered the best and accordingly adopted.
Throughout all the many visual reports that were submitted,
one very important factor came to light; the time it took to
reach best focus was in the order of one to two minutes. This
was a major step forward when considering that trial and error
focusing with a digital SLR could take in the order of some
twenty minutes or so, with our own fickle British weather we
all know what that could mean, another missed chance.

So what is all the fuss about, for those that have an interest in
the mathematical side, Parvel‘s formulae, as published on the
Russian astronomers‘ forum in 2004 is shown in a boxout elsewhere.
Details of the masks are shown in the diagrams on the facing
page. Focusing with the Bahtinov mask is quite straight forward, the mask displays long diffraction spikes when focused
on any bright star down to +2 magnitude or lower, depending
on how dark your skies are, these are in the form of an elongated X, a long vertical spike splits the middle of the X and
moves to left and right of centre as focusing takes place, when
the vertical spike is in the exact centre of the X precise focus
has been achieved. Some of the American amateurs have
claimed stars focused down to one pixel in their results. And
others that a mere 1/1200 of a revolution of the shaft with motorised units is the difference between focus and out of focus.
Translating Parvel‘s formulae into practical use is given as: F/S
= 150 - 200.
Where F = focal length of the OTA, and S = space + bar, the
dividing factor of 150 - 200 is the allowable tolerance for the
space + bar dimension, which then has to be divided by 2 to
give an equal space and bar width.
The final factor, of course, is the diameter of the dew shield or
the end of your telescope which dictates the final diameter of
the mask, allowing any extra you may wish to add on as blank
for the drilling of fixing pegs, etc.
A simple example would be a telescope of F focal length of
1200mm, dividing by 150 would give 8mm and dividing by
200 would give 6mm, it must be remembered that these figures
represent the space and bar total width. These results must be
halved to give the correct space width of 4mm / 3mm and the
bar width 4mm / 3mm respectively, the choice is yours, you
can manufacture the disc using either of the two parameters, or
anywhere in between, the mask diameter will be determined as
outlined above.

Why none of this information reached the Western World at
this time, is not known, but nevertheless in July 2008 a Ukraine
amateur dropped the Bahtinov mask onto the all American astronomers‘ forum, Cloudy Nights. The resulting storm still has
ripples to this day but resulted in some 25 pages of threads ending in the general amateur community voting the mask as one
of the top five best additions to astronomy of the year.
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Parvel Bahtinov’s original formulae, as presented on
the Russian astronomers’ forum, Cloudy Nights.
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Hartmann Mask

Out of focus — left

Bahtinov Mask

In Focus

The forgoing formulae is representative of the First Order type
of mask, difficulties will arise when shorter focal lengths are
involved, for example say 600mm, the formulae then becomes
a Third Order pattern and is simply multiplied by three, 3F/S =
150 - 200. This would give 3 x 600mm = 1800mm dividing by
150 would give 12mm, and by 200 would give 9mm, dividing
by two gives a bar and space width of between 6mm each and
4.5mm each, a final figure of 5mm could be chosen in this instance. Finally all angled slots/bars need to be 20° above and
below horizontal centre.
As to making the mask and what materials to use, this has been
nicknamed the Blue Peter approach. They can be made from:
Thick black card, stiff plastic as found on some A4 document
folders, fiber board, plastic pot covers, and of course tin, thin
aluminum, mild steel, etc, etc. All these materials have been
used by various amateurs with excellent results, what has been
noted however, is that the design is quite forgiving, [whenever]
errors have arisen.

Out of focus — right

On the home front a new business, Stay Focused, has just been
set up by an amateur astrophotographer to produce masks at a
very reasonable cost: £9 will buy a laser cut mask in 3mm dull
black acrylic for 100mm scopes, the price is in addition to postage costs.
Astrozap have included in their Hartmann mask some of the
Parvel design factors in as much that the holes now have bars
across, they will set you back £22 for 80mm, £29 for 101mm,
etc. It is strange that the same idea was proposed by one of the
Russian amateurs in 2005.
The question may be asked, has there been any further developments? And the answer is yes, have a look at:
http://www.btinternet.com/~gfcarey/careymask.htm
which is a variation on a theme producing good results, and
published as recently as March last year.

From a commercial side, one operator has already jumped on
the band wagon in the States, Parvel gave his design free to the
world‘s amateurs to use and experiment with as they will, and
some have already taken advantage of his good nature.

Whatever you decide to do remember to Remove the Mask
before making any exposures, there have been some nice pictures of the heavens covered in Bahtinov diffraction spikes.

An American-made Spike-A- Mask will set you back some $69
for a 100mm.

— John Towle
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Kielder Star Camp, Spring 2010
by Paul Buglass
This is the 8th Year in which I have been attending the
Kielder star camp events, and I am pleased to say this
year‘s Spring event was one of the most successful and
enjoyable ones so far. The star camp was officially running for 5 nights from Wednesday 10th March to Sunday
15th March, with people departing on the Monday morning. However, the campsite was open from the Monday
before the event, and I decided to keep an eye on the
weather forecast, and if favourable I would travel up one
or two days early to take advantage of the clear skies.
Indeed the forecast did look very good, so I set off from
York on Tuesday morning at about 10:00am for the drive
north to some of Britain‘s darkest skies.
I had filled my car with the important things such as tent,
airbed, sleeping bag, fan heater, electrical hook up, etc.
Any remaining space was filled with astronomical equipment mainly in boxes and crates. I was taking ‗Buster‘,
my 16‖ Dobsonian, for visual observing, my EQ6 for imaging with a Celestron 8‖ SCT and an 80mm Refractor,
and various cameras and accessories. One of the most
important items was a dew controller and dew straps.
These are essential at Kielder to prevent the front objective of a telescope (SCT or refractor) from becoming covered in condensation as the air temperature drops as the
night progresses. They work by generating a small
amount of heat, sufficient to just keep the dew at bay
without causing any air currents which would spoil the
view.
After stopping in York for fuel, the drive north was uneventful barring the huge road works on the A1, and I
turned off the A1 just past Newcastle onto the A69 Hexham road at midday. Exactly one hour later at 1pm, I
pulled onto the campsite at Kielder and at first I thought I
was at the wrong location! Known for its muddy tracks
and grass areas, the campsite looked immaculate this
time. Some work had obviously been undertaken over the
winter months, and the tracks had been widened and laid
with new hardcore, and the grass was short and well
drained. It turned out the drainage of the fields had been
improved by clearing out an existing drainage channel
which had become blocked over the years, and I have to
say the campsite was the driest and firmest I have ever
seen it. This was despite the large amount of snow and
recent rain the area had seen. The toilet block has a new
metal roof and the plumbers were just finishing installing
a new boiler after the old one had apparently been condemned!

I quickly pitched my tent, and home for the next 6 nights,
in my favourite location. I had the site to myself at first,
although as I was pitching, two of the event organisers
from the Sunderland AS arrived, Lynn and Kev, and
made their way to one of the two static caravans on the
site. I dropped in for a chat and a drink once we were all
finished unpacking. As the afternoon passed a few other
early birds arrived and as ‗Pub food‘ time approached
there were about 6 of us anticipating some clear skies.
The food at the Anglers Arms was very good and greatly
improved over the previous landlord‘s offerings. Returning from the Anglers to the campsite, which is only a 5
minute walk, the sky had cleared nicely, and I decided to
concentrate on visual observing with Buster.
I started with the jewel of the Winter sky, the Orion nebula, M42, and it looked stunning with a 30mm wide field
eyepiece. Large and bright, showing good detail in the
core of the nebula. Using a UHC filter on a 32mm Plossl
showed more structure in the nebula, and darkened the
background sky allowing the fainter outer regions extending away from the nebula to be clearly seen. I wanted to
take advantage of the dark sky to try and observe the famous Horsehead nebula on the left of Orion‘s belt. This
was an object I had observed before at Kielder, but only
through a large 20‖ scope. I was keen to try and repeat the
feat with my 16‖ scope. I started with a 32mm Plossl eyepiece and attached a Hydrogen Beta filter to the eyepiece.
The Horsehead is one of the few objects which responds
well to a H-beta filter, and the use of such a filter can
make the difference between seeing the object or not. The
nearby Flame nebula was easy to see both with and without the filter, but the Horsehead was reluctant to show
itself. Having located the exact place in the FOV where I
expected the Horsehead to be, I changed to a 20mm wide
field eyepiece, again using the H-beta filter, and this time,
there was a definite hint of a dark patch against a slightly
not so dark background. This had to be it! There was no
discernable shape, other than just a dark ‗lump‘ silhouetted against a slightly brighter background, but there was
no doubt, this was the Horsehead. I wandered over to
where Rob Ince had set up, and asked him to come and
see if he could see what I had observed. His night vision
had to gradually return because he had been looking at his
laptop screen while imaging, but eventually he too could
confirm that the famous dark nebula had been observed in
Buster.
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I spent the next few hours moving around the sky observing
some common objects and some not so well known ones.
The ‗Space Shuttle cluster‘ M35 in Gemini, reflection nebula M78 in Orion, the ‗Crab nebula‘ M1 in Taurus, open
clusters M36, M37 and M38 in Auriga, and other common
objects too. All showed more detail and brightness than
back at home in my rural skies to the SW of York.
The night progressed and I moved east to Leo taking in
M44, the Beehive cluster in Cancer on the way. In Leo I
observed the ‗Leo Triplet‘, which is made up of the three
galaxies M65, M66 and NGC3628. All three galaxies were
clearly visible in the same FOV using a 30mm ‗Moonfish‘
eyepiece. Averted vision clearly pulled out the different
structure and shape of each of these galaxies. This nice trio
were on my imaging list, so with luck I would be capturing
their splendour later in the week. I continued exploring Leo
for some fainter NGC galaxies, and M51 and M101 in Ursa
Major before noticing that as midnight approached, Buster‘s
secondary mirror was starting to ice up. Given that I was
tired from the long busy day, slightly cold, and Buster was
starting to feel the cold too, I decided to call it a night and
get some sleep. I retired to a cosy warm tent (thanks to my
trusty fan heater) at about 12:30am. I heard from others the
next morning that the temperature had dropped to around 6C during the night, so it was no wonder Buster‘s exposed
secondary mirror had begun to ice up. In the morning
Buster was covered in ice, and even his primary mirror was
iced up so had to thaw and dry off in the morning sunshine
before I could cover the mirror again.
Wednesday was a mainly bright day with further star campers arriving and pitching their tents. Glen arrived with his
folks in their nice caravan and they soon had the awning set
-up. Later in the afternoon Martin Whipp arrived and we
anticipated a clear night ahead. I had set up my EQ6 mount
with C8 and 80mm Apo scopes ready for a night of imaging
if the weather co-operated. Once again a pub meal was the
order of the evening, and again it was clear when we left the
pub. The first task was to perform a polar alignment using
the EQ6 polar scope. I duly did this by carefully centring
Polaris in the little circle on the polar scope reticule, and
then started my 3 star alignment and imaging sessions. This
was the first time I had managed to get autoguiding working, and this was achieved by using an SBIG ST402ME
CCD camera attached to the kittle 80mm refractor piggybacked to the C8, and using a star in it to auto-guide the
EQ6 mount. The autoguiding seemed to be working well, so
I attached my Canon 350D DSLR to the C* with a F6.3 focal reducer to give a wider FOV, and focused on a bright
star using my Bahtinov focus mask. I then started to take 5
minute exposures of M51 to see how they would turn out.
They looked OK on the DSLR screen, so I next moved to
M101 and again took a number of 5 minute exposures of
this face on galaxy. The night wore on and I was using
Buster visually between capturing images, but by 1am I was
again tired and slightly cold, so I covered my scope and
headed for a warm sleeping bag. I love my fan heater :-)
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Saturday dawned clear and bright and the main events in
Kielder castle were a small selection of vendors and a
couple of astronomy talks. I attended one of the talks and
bought a couple of items from the stalls, including a nice
digital dew controller for use with Buster with the intention of adding a dew band to his secondary mirror to prevent any future icing up when observing all night. I was
determined to make a full night out of the clear forecast
so I decided not to eat at the pub, or the Duke‘s Pantry,
but to concentrate on getting all my gear setup and ready,
and wrapping up very warm in all my warm gear so I
would not get cold in the middle of the
night. Glen‘s Mum very kindly made me a
nice ham sandwich, which I ate while setting up my laptop and CCD cameras, etc.
The night darkened and was, as forecast,
totally clear. John Lockett was in heaven as
this was his first proper clear night at
Kielder in all the years he has come to the
star camp events. At last his curse of cloud
was broken.

Please note, all the deep sky images in this
report were taken with a Canon 350D DSLR
on a Celestron 8” SCT with a FR6.3 focal
reducer, mounted on an EQ6 mount, autoguided with an 80mm refractor and SBIG
ST402ME camera.
Each images is made up of multiple 5 or 10
minute exposures, aligned and stacked using DeepSky Stacker, and processed with
Paintshop Pro.

Leo triplet – M65, M66, and NGC3628

On Thursday morning, again Buster was severely iced up
and took a long time to dry out due to it being a cloudier
day. I had looked at the images of M51 and M101 on my
laptop screen during the day, and although each 5 minute
exposure was OK, I could see there was a large amount of
image rotation visible between each image. This was puzzling me because I had carefully polar aligned, so I couldn‘t see why there would be such massive rotation between
each image. Later that afternoon John Lockett arrived and
set up his tent. As is traditional when John is at Kielder,
the night was cloudy, although there was a short partially
clear spell at 10:30pm and another mainly clear patch
between 2am and3am when I happened to be up and chatting to other late night wanderers. After 3am, when I was
back in my warm tent, some light rain started and it was
drizzling on and off well into the Friday morning.
Friday night slowly cleared and became a good clear
night, but unfortunately I was suffering from a severe
case of gut rot caused by eating too much. We had partaken of a super 3 course meal in the Duke‘s Pantry,
rather than the Anglers Arms pub, and the food was very
good, but I was too full. While the others were observing
and imaging, I spent most of the time in my tent groaning
and writhing around trying to get trapped pressure to
move, if you get my drift. Eventually the discomfort receded, and I was able to get to sleep about 1am.

The first thing I did was prepare to do a
drift polar alignment, because I was convinced something was radically wrong with
my previous polar alignment and caused the
huge image rotation I had seen. Before I
began the drift alignment, I just checked my
polar scope once again, and sure enough
there was Polaris right in the middle of the
little circle on the reticule, just where it
should be. But then... I noticed at the ex-

M51 – The Whirlpool Galaxy (also known as
Messier 51, or NGC 5194) is an interacting grand-design spiral galaxy located at a
distance of approximately 23 million lightyears in the constellation Canes Venatici.

treme edge of the FOV in the polar scope, a brighter star?
This was the real Polaris. Muggins here had only gone
and done a polar alignment on a star about 5 degrees
away from the real Polaris! No wonder my Wednesday
night images had shown such a large image rotation over
5 minute exposures. I quickly readjusted my mount‘s polar alignment, this time using the correct star, and was
now ready for a second night of imaging.
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M101 – The Pinwheel Galaxy (also known as
Messier 101 or NGC 5457) is a face-on spiral
galaxy about 27 million light-years away in the
constellation Ursa Major.

The night was long, clear, very cold, but fantastic fun. I
imaged M51 and M101 again, but also the wonderful
edge-on galaxy NGC4565. Then I moved to the Leo triplet, which only just fitted into the 350D‘s FOV, and then
finished off with the bright globular cluster M13 in Hercules and the Dumbbell nebula M27 in Vulpecula. By the
time John and I had finished imaging, it was about
4:30am and dawn was approaching. I was pleased to have
stayed relatively warm all night, and only my feet and
ears felt a little cold. After clearing away our gear, retiring to our respective tents and checking some of the preliminary images it was about 5:30am before I finally went
to sleep.

We were up at 8am on the Sunday morning, tired but very
ready for the ritual breakfast in the Duke‘s Pantry. A full
English breakfast with toast and hot chocolate for £5 is
not too bad, and just what is needed after an ‗all nighter‘.
I dozed and rested during Sunday, trying to catch up on
some sleep. When night fell it was a cloudy night with
just the odd star visible through the haze from time to
time. Most people had left the event on the Sunday, but
John and myself were among the diehards who would be
staying until Monday morning. When it was apparent that
it would be cloudy all night we headed off to our beds for
a relatively early night for once. In the morning I was up
before 7am and began to pack away my camping gear and
prepare to take my tent down. The sky looked grey and
threatening rain, so I was very keen to be able to pack a
dry tent if possible. John woke too and also began to pack
away. Luckily we both had everything packed before any
rain and after a hearty breakfast in the Duke‘s Pantry, we
set off home about 9:30am. I arrived home just after midday, and my first pleasure was a nice hot bath.
I‘ve tried some initial stacking and processing of the images I took, and they don‘t look too bad. I will hopefully
show them off at the next informal YAS meeting. In summary this was not only one of the best Kielder star camp
events in terms of the number of clear nights (stars were
seen every night), but also in terms of the most fun and
enjoyment I had. I can‘t wait for the Autumn event in October, for which I am already registered and paid up. I
hope you have enjoyed my account of the Spring event
this year, and maybe it will encourage you to come along
yourselves one day?
— Paul Buglass

M27 – The Dumbbell
nebula – in Vulpecula
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think that the temperature dropped to around -9 overnight.
My camera stopped after a while — not because the battery was flat or the card was full — it was just too cold!

Kielder, Spring 2010
An Alternative View

Thursday was okay weather-wise, and I went off taking
pictures round and about again. I went up to the obs to do
some stuff up there, and when I came back, John Lockett
had arrived. It was then that the clouds came in! The rest
of the evening didn't involve much as the weather stayed
cloudy well into the middle of Friday afternoon.

by Martin Whipp
Hi All.
The spring star party at Kielder campsite has now drawn
to a close, and it's been a great one. From a YAS point of
view, here's what happened:
Paul (as always) got there first on the Tuesday. He was
treated to some nice skies on the night and managed to
get his equipment assembled and working.
Wednesday, Glen and his mum and dad turned up in the
caravan, and I arrived later on in my car. We all got settled in, had as early a tea as we could and went back to do
some observing under excellent skies. I was doing some
night time timelapse sequences for a future Kielder video,
and Paul was imaging. Some good results, but a few little
troubles later to be ironed out. Reports differ, but we

Friday morning and we went round to the caravan to wish
Glen a happy birthday! What a fantastic cake (pictures to
follow I'm sure)! Glen and family went off to Newcastle
for the day, while John and I hiked up Deadwater Fell.
Easy going for the first section, but a bit of a struggle
when we got to the 12" deep snow near the top! Paul
stayed in his tent most of the day, snoozing and messing
with the images he'd taken on previous nights. The evening was good, and the night was even better. More clear
skies meant that John Lockett didn't know where to put
himself! He just wasn't prepared for clear skies and had a
bit of a panic on before settling down to a good night‘s
imaging. Glen did some imaging too, and I was once
again doing wide-field videos in the dark. Paul had eaten
too much and spent the evening rolling around in his tent
making strange animal noises. He got up around midnight
to start his ‗all nighter‘.
Saturday is the main day at Kielder starcamp, but this
time round it was all a bit quiet. There were only two vendors displaying their wares, and the two talks were not
very well attended, mainly because most of the population were still zombified from a 4am finish the night before. You see — clear skies are a double-edged sword!
More clear skies followed — we just couldn't believe our
luck. Lots more imaging from the YAS team, and Paul
realised why his images were slightly skewed from the
other night. What he thought was Polaris wasn't Polaris!
A simple adjustment and all was well. I'm sure some nice
result images will materialise in the next few days/weeks.
I was up at the obs with a public party again doing more
wide field imaging. I was fortunate to get the use of the
20" all to myself for an hour or so. Had a look at the
Horsehead, M42, M36, 37, 38, and some good stuff off
the back end of Leo.
Reports weren't too clever for Sunday night, so shortly
after breakfast I came home and have really only just
properly woken up now (Monday 8am). I believe that the
rest of the YAS clan is still up there. I'm sure they will all
add to this report at some point.
But in conclusion — a very successful event with loads of
clear skies — just VERY VERY cold at times!
— Martin Whipp
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Lunar
Section
by Phil Shepherdson

A Tale of Three Craters
For those who have a sweet tooth, the sugary side of
the Moon is the answer! Around day five when the
Moon looks like a Terry‘s Orange slice, you can see
a spectacular threesome.
Snuggled on the side of the Sea of Honey (Mare
Nectarius) are three craters. In order from the top
down, they are: Theophilus, which overlaps into
Cyrillus, and then adjoining onto that sits Catharina.
Catharina is classified more as a circular disintegrated mountain range 97km across. It was named
after St Catharina of Alexandra who died in 307AD.

Cyrillus is also classified as a ring mountainous
chain approx 93km in diameter. Again it is named
after St Cyril, Bishop of Alexandria after Theophilus
who died in AD 444.
Theophilus (another Saint!) is an awesome crater of
100km diameter. If you observe it as it sits on the
terminator it reveals tremendous detail along its
mountainous walls. Its central peaks arise up to
2000m high; a truly spectacular sight at lunar sunrise.
So I hope you will take time out to buzz over this
rather splendid trio of craters next time they are visible!

Sea of Honey
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Over The Moon
by Hatim Salih
[This article and associated images originally appeared
in the UNESCO Courier, a web and print publication of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organisation, in September 2009, and is reproduced here
with permission from the author]

years ago, as lava. The quirky name, however, is reminiscent of a once popular theory explaining the Moon‘s appearance from Earth. As Italian painter and scientist Leonardo da Vinci wrote in his Codex Leicester, ―The luminous part of the Moon is water, which has been stirred up
by the winds.‖
You might be forgiven for thinking that a scientific explanation for the Moon‘s appearance was not practically possible – that is until Italian astronomer Galileo Galilaei
turned his telescope towards the night sky 400 years ago.
Now enter Alhazen, or Ibn Haitham (965-1040), an Iraqi
scientist working at the turn of the first millennium near
Al-Azhar mosque in Cairo, and dubbed the founding father of modern optics. Among a number of major contributions, he answered one of the most intriguing questions
faced by science: what gives rise to the dark figure in the
Moon‘s face?
_________________________________________

Mystery solved
This phenomenon had been the subject of much speculation since antiquity, resulting in numerous extravagant
theories. Half a dozen of these, at least, were explored by
Alhazen in his work The Trace on the Moon‘s Face.
Here, he showed that none of the theories examined made
predictions that agreed with observational evidence. He
put each candidate theory to the test using some crucial
observations, most notably the fact that the figure in question always appears constant in terms of positioning, size,
shape, and darkness.

© UNESCO/R. Lesage
UNESCO welcomes the Apollo 11 astronauts: Neil
Armstrong, E. Aldrin and M. Collins. 8 October 1969.
The Apollo 11 Mission and Galileo’s observations,
whose respective 40th and 400th anniversaries we are
celebrating this year [2009 — Ed], confirmed discoveries with the naked eye almost a millennium ago by
the Arab polymath Alhazen — a man ahead of his
time who determined the future of astronomy.
Millions around the world held their breath on 20 July
1969, as the United States‘ Eagle lunar module touched
down in the Moon‘s Sea of Tranquillity – without making
a splash! Despite its name, the Sea of Tranquillity does
not contain a single drop of water. Instead, it is covered
with volcanic rocks which flowed some 3 to 4 billion

For instance, he ruled out the theory that the dark figure
was an image of Earth‘s oceans and mountains reflected
on the Moon‘s mirror-like surface. Based on the law of
reflection, he showed that the Moon‘s changing angle
with respect to an observer on Earth meant that any such
image had to change with time – which is obviously not
the case.
A couple of other theories were written off based on similar arguments. Firstly, that the dark figure is a shadow
caused by dramatic lunar features such as mountains and
craters. This time, Alhazen argued that the Moon‘s
changing orientation with respect to the Sun meant that
any shadowy patterns had to also change with time – flying in the face of empirical evidence.
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Moon. He could make out mountains, craters, and what
he wrongly thought were seas (water). We now know,
from lunar samples collected by Apollo missions (19661972), along with a certain amount collected by Russia‘s
robotic Luna missions (1958-1976) that lunar maria are
covered with dark rocks (basalts) – confirming Alhazen‘s
basic conclusions about the makeup of our closest
neighbour.
The two men are immortalized on the Moon: there is a
lunar crater, Galilaei, celebrating Galileo‘s discoveries.
Another crater, Alhazen, celebrates Ibn Haitham‘s.
Ambitious projects such as the IYA2009 could inspire the
‗next big thing‘ in astronomy. Soon the entire night sky
will be continuously scanned by space as well as Earthbased telescopes, across many wavebands, churning out
terabytes of data. The next 40 years, let alone the next
400, could well see another revolution in astronomy.
© NASA
Have you ever wondered what gives rise to the dark
figure on the Moon’s face?

— Hatim Salih

And secondly, that the dark figure is caused by a vaporised substance ever present between the Moon and Earth.
He argued that if this were true, observing the Moon from
different Earthly locations would show the vaporised substance against different parts of the Moon, if not outside
the Moon altogether!

Hatim Salih is a Sudanese researcher in quantum computing and a member of the York Astronomical Society
(United Kingdom).

Solar eclipses –something of a laboratory for physicists
and astronomers– enabled Alhazen to rule out yet another
exotic theory: the dark figure is a transparent region in the
lunar body. If this were true, asked Alhazen, why doesn‘t
sunlight shine through it during an eclipse of the Sun?
Moonlight, Alhazen concluded, can only be adequately
explained using the phenomenon of diffuse reflection –
that is, reflection from a rough surface. Further, the Moon
does not reflect light in any other way. What gives rise to
the dark figure, he explained, is the fact that it‘s material,
because of it‘s different optical properties, simply reflects
less light!
_________________________________________

Date with the Moon
Although, astonishingly, Alhazen made his lunar discoveries based on observations with the naked eye, the study
of the visual and magnifying properties of lenses was in
fact launched with his Book of Optics. This new understanding of the lens, based on geometry and experiment,
underpinned the craft of the Dutch spectacle-makers who,
by holding one lens in front of another, invented the telescope, enabling Galileo to revolutionise astronomy.
In December 1609, hunting for the unexpected, Galileo
used a 20-fold magnification telescope to observe the
page 39
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Looking at the moon with his newly made telescope,
Galileo discerned mountains, craters, and what he
thought were seas.
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Neal’s Ramblings
Algie, RIP

It is with great sadness, that I start this latest edition of
my ramblings with the news that Algie —my faithful
cat— passed away just before Christmas. I wrote in Algol
many moons ago all about him. He was always out with
me on a night, and always sat under the telescope tripod
keeping me company — Algie would use the light of the
moon to catch mice at night and bring them to me while I
was observing, usually leaving them under the tripod.
Another thing he would do was sit on your knee. During
meteor watches while I was sat in a garden chair he liked
to sit on me for warmth and company. As Algie was 20
years old he was a well known village character and will
be sadly missed not just by us but by lots of other people
as well. We still have Gabriel, a big ginger tom who also
featured in Algol several years ago now — he does his
best at night to keep me company just as he‘s always
done, but without Algie things are just not the same any
more…
Over the winter I have been observing Jupiter flirting
with the moon every month, not very close passes but
interesting all the same. With this winter being so cold for
so long —a proper winter as I remember them when I was
young— when we did have clear nights, the freezing conditions have led to truly spectacular night skies. The Partial lunar eclipse of New Years Eve was a success. It was
barely noticeable at first then a slice to the bottom right
appeared to be missing. Maximum was soon reached,
which was only 8 per cent. It all ended rather quickly, but
it was a fantastic sight, with snow on the ground everywhere. I did manage to show a few people from the village the event and they were impressed, as they wouldn‘t
have noticed it if I hadn‘t told them.

by Neal D. Jackson

As Jupiter has now gone, Saturn, Venus and Mars have
now come into play to interest me. The opposition of
Mars occurred on the 2010 January 29. I attended the
YAS gathering at the airfield site on this night. It was a
freezing cold night with a biting north wind. I arrived at
18.30 to find Martin Whipp already in residence — he
had been there since 15.30, very keen that lad! After a
long run of cloudy nights, amazingly it was clear. The full
moon was just to the right of Mars. People started arriving soon after me. Paul Buglass brought his 16-in Dobsonian telescope ‗buster‘ which was very useful (given
the apparent diameter of Mars at the opposition was only
14.1 seconds of arc we needed every inch of telescope we
could get), thank you Paul. Despite the wind blowing the
telescope about a bit, in between gusts and the seeing settling down, the image of Mars was very good, with an
icecap visible and some dark features. It was easy to see
how the early observers of Mars believed the dark areas
to be vegetation, some observers still do!
The Knavesmire Star Parties recently have suffered badly
from the weather. December‘s was cloudy, January‘s was
also thick cloud — no chance of seeing anything, but an
excellent night it was: a very good turnout for a cloudy
night and three hours of nattering to both visitors and
friends. The February Star Party was also cloudy but the
moon appeared briefly. A bunch of scouts attended and
Glen did an excellent job fielding all the questions.
There have been a few Astronomy-related TV programmes recently. One of the more interesting ones was
on Freeview Channel 38 Quest, entitled ‗Meteorite men‘
in which Geoff Notkin (an Englishman living in America)
and his friend Steve visit different areas of the USA and
Canada. The sites chosen were known areas where meteorites had been found before. Using a mixture of methods
such as metal detectors, magnets on sticks, and fieldwalking – every programme they always manage to find
something extraterrestrial in origin. [This programme is
excellent, well worth watching… —MartinD].
Another excellent TV series has been ‗Wonders of the
Solar System‘ by Prof. Brian Cox. I nearly got to see the
very man in Sheffield recently. We took a load of children to a lecture day at Sheffield Town Hall and there
were various speakers scheducled, including Prof. Brian
Cox. They were all scientists talking about different areas
of science, some good, some not so good.
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British Astronomical Association
BRITAIN'S LEADING ORGANISATION
FOR OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY
New Computing Section
for BAA website:

britastro.org
I am pleased to announce the launch of a new
Computing Section website. This can be accessed via the normal BAA website and clicking
on the Sections Tab.
Contents of the new site include:


Home page with fully working Orrery of
the solar system



History of the computing section



Handbook — containing downloadable
Explanatory Supplement and fixed data
from the Handbooks



Data and formulae — containing fixed
astronomical data, catalogues and Phenomena in 2010



Applets — showing animations of Galilean satellites of Jupiter, the 8 main
satellites of Saturn and also a Julian
date converter



Journals — updates on the scanning of
all the BAA Journals



Books — with a comprehensive list of
astronomy books and software updated
by Dr Thomas Morris



Links — many useful links, if you don't
know where to go for astronomy information then start here

Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock

Professor Lord Robert Winston was brilliant, even walking amongst the audience while he spoke. Unfortunately
Brian Cox could not make it and was replaced by Dr.
Maggie Aderin-Pocock at the last minute. I recognised
her from various TV appearances.
Professionally she works at Astrium in Portsmouth where
she heads the optical instrumentation group managing a
range of projects making satellite sub-systems. Most recently Maggie has been working on a sub-system for the
James Webb Space Telescope due to replace Hubble in
2013. Maggie received the MBE in 2009, unfortunately a
good chunk of her lecture was about meeting the Queen
instead of more on the wonders of the universe.

The site has been designed by myself and Graham Relf, and implemented by Graham.

That‘s all for now folks, have a good summer.
— Neal Jackson
[Neal, I am so sorry at hearing the passing of Algie, recently we lost Kanupus, he was a very smart well turned
out gentlemen who bore no malice or hatred to other’s –
all he wanted was a full belly and his ears tickling…
Good night Algie and Kanupus – and good night to Paul
Buglass’ Timmy… —MartinD]
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Applets have been written by Graham Relf and
Thomas Morris.
If you have any comments on the new site, may I
suggest that you post these via the members'
forum so there can be an open discussion. If you
have any ideas for applets, then please post
those too.

Sheridan Williams
Director — Computing Section
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Stellarium Review
Astronomical Software Review by Mark Allott
Welcome to the first of what I hope to be a series of
reviews about various astronomy-related software.
Being a typical Yorkshireman, I don't like parting
with my hard-earned cash unless I really, really
have to! That being the case, the majority of the
software I shall be reviewing sits squarely in that
category I'm sure most of us like the best — freebies!

all of the functions of the application are available via
keyboard shortcut, as well as direct mouse control. Some
of the features of the program are as follows:




For my first review, I shall be tackling the open-source
planetarium application called Stellarium. The application
has been around for several years now (the project will be
10 years old next year) and from an initial, somewhat
clunky beginning, it now looks like a very polished product. Personally, I have been using the application for several years now, starting with version 0.7.1, released back
in September 2005. With each release, the user-interface
has become more refined, more and more features have
been added to the basic product and a recent enhancement
has seen the ability to have ‗plug-ins‘ for the application.
These plug-ins allow Stellarium to perform additional
tasks and/or functions that the main developers hadn't
thought of originally. I'll talk more about those later...
What is Stellarium?
Simply put, Stellarium is what is termed as desktop
planetarium software. It is developed as an open source
project and runs on a variety of Operating Systems
(Windows, Mac OSX among others) and is constantly
drawing an updated view of the sky, several times per
second. How many times per second will depend entirely
on the capabilities of your computer.
What it isn't
Being firmly targeted as a piece of planetarium software,
the program is not able to produce any detailed print-outs
of star-charts, useful for hunting down that elusive deepspace object, nor does it have any facilities for calculating
and displaying ephemeris data. If you need printouts, this
isn't the program for you!
The program was developed to be accessible to a wide
range of people and as such the user interface is (in my
opinion) a masterpiece of power and simplicity. Virtually











The default catalogue contains over 600,000
stars
Additional catalogues are available with more
than 210 million stars!
The program can display asterisms and illustrations of the constellations
Constellation data is available for twelve different cultures (e.g. Western, Chinese, Mayan)
Images of nebulae (full Messier catalogue)
Various effects can be displayed: Milky Way,
star twinkling, shooting stars, atmospheric effects, sunrise and sunset
Solar system planets and their accompanying
satellites
There is a powerful zoom control, capable of
going from an all-sky view to a detailed view
of a Messier object (this depends upon what
projection type you use)
Time control (if only that worked elsewhere
too!)
The program can also be expanded upon by the
user, with the ability to add your own deep sky
objects, landscapes and constellation images

That's all well and good, but what is it like?
To start you on your journey of discovery, you will need
to grab yourself a copy of the program from the Stellarium website (see Software Details box, pg 44). Windows and Mac OSX users can download a pre-packaged
executable, whereas Linux/BSD users will need to
download the source code for the application and compile
it themselves! One point to note is that Windows users
will need to be a member of the Administrator group, otherwise an error message will be displayed when trying to
install it.
Once installed, the first time you run the application,
unless you like to see what the night sky looks like from
Paris, you will need to do a little configuration. This is
easily done by pressing the F6 key, which brings up the
configuration screen. From there, you can select a loca-

Fig. 1
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tion from the quite extensive global list (a generic ‗York‘
location is in the list already!), or using the bottom-half of
the screen, you can enter your co-ordinates directly. Once
entered, you can opt to have the location added to the list
(this works only for the logged-on user, so you can't easily share the locations with others), as well as being able
to set the location as the default start-up point. An interesting choice on this screen allows you to choose your
location in the Solar System. So, if you've ever wondered
what it looks like to see the Earth rising from the Moon,
here's your chance...
After configuring your location, you will be presented
with the view looking due south, with an apparent field of
view of 60º. Controlling what you see on-screen is a matter of choice: keyboard control is via the ‗arrow‘ keys and
the ‗PageUp‘ / ‗PageDown‘ keys acting as zoom.
For mouse control, simply point, click, drag, and use the
mouse-wheel (if you have one) as the zoom control.
Zooming back and forth through time is also equally as
easy, using a DVD player analogy: J rewinds time, K toggles between play and pause and L fast-forwards time; to
return to the here and now, press 8 (for mouse users, if
you move towards the bottom of the screen, a control
panel will pop up with equivalent icon controls for you —
see Fig. 1). Direct entry of a specific date / time is also
possible, saving you the effort of having to fast-forward /
rewind to the required time (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2

As I mentioned earlier, Stellarium comes with some plugins that offer functionality that the original developers
either hadn't thought about, or was something that didn't
make it into the main program itself. As supplied, Stellarium comes with 6 plug-ins; these are:
Plug-in name

Function

Angle Measure

measure the angular distance
between two points

Compass Marks

adds compass point markings
along the horizon

Ocular

filters the view as if you were
looking through a telescope
eyepiece

Satellites

adds satellites to the list of
objects in the sky

Telescope Control

allows the program to send
slew commands to telescopes

Text User Interface

re-implements one of the
original features of Stellarium
for planetarium users

Fig. 3

One minor niggle I have about the plug-ins is that if you
wish to activate or de-activate one, you need to check/
uncheck the ‗Load at startup‘ option for each one. To
make these changes effective, you then need to exit the
application and restart it (see Fig. 3).
For me, one of the most useful of these plug-ins is the
‗Ocular‘ one. This allows you to add your own telescope
(s) and eyepieces into the plug-in and see how a particular
object would look through them, without having to get all
your gear out in the first place! Ever wondered if a particular eyepiece you were thinking of buying will give
you the view you wanted? Again, the ‗Ocular‘ plug-in
gives you a cheap way of finding out whether it will be
worthwhile parting with your hard-earned cash.
The telescope control plug-in supports the following telescope and mounts:
Celestron NexStar (plus compatibles)
Losmandy G-11
Meade AutoStar (plus compatibles)
Meade ETX70 (#494 AutoStar, #506 CCS)
Meade LX200 (plus compatibles)
Wildcard Innovations Argo Navis (in Meade mode)
Not having a suitable telescope to test the control interface, I cannot comment on its effectiveness. Reading
some of the comments about the plug-in, users have
mixed results when using it. That said, a lot of the problems experienced seem to be centred around new laptops
that do not have a built-in serial port using a USB-to-
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serial interface. If you do plan on using this
particular functionality, I suggest you do not
rely on this program alone for control of
your telescope!
One bonus feature that Stellarium offers is
the ability to write scripts that can be used to
show what astronomical events would look
like. With the British weather being what it
is, this is certainly a good thing, as although
Stellarium offers atmospheric effects, these
do not include clouds, rain, hail, sleet, snow
or other well documented weather phenomena we normally associate with a typical
summer.
The scripting engine itself is very powerful,
allowing full control of the application, yet
the ‗language‘ used for the scripts is easily
understood and it wouldn't take too long to
re-enact the 1999 solar eclipse in Cornwall,
minus the cloud cover! If you want to delve
into the scripting world of Stellarium, then I
strongly suggest you head to the download
area and grab yourself a copy of the latest
User Guide.

Software Details
Name
Version
Released
Price
Available from
Available for

Tested on

Minimum
Requirements
(taken from
Stellarium
website)

Summing up: although Stellarium does not
offer all the features an astronomer would
Further Info.
like to see in a piece of planetarium software, what it does do, it does it well. Where
the program lacks functionality (e.g. ephemeris data,
eclipse calculations, etc.), this can be found elsewhere
and for me, does not detract from the program greatly. As
a research aid, I found it very useful; many of the paid-for
planetarium programs that are available do not offer the
ability to change constellation patterns, whereas Stellarium offers 12 of them!
No longer are you confined to view the the hare (Lepus)
at Orion's feet when you can see it as the Chinese constellations of Toilet and Screen.

Stellarium
0.10.4
22-Feb-2010
FREE
http://www.stellarium.org
Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 (45.7Mb)
Mac OSX (60.6Mb)
Linux / BSD (36.1Mb — compilation required)
Dell Latitude D800, WinXP Pro SP3
Home-built system: Dual core Athlon processor,
2Gb RAM, ATI Radeon HD4550, WinXP
Pro SP3
Windows 7 Ultimate; installed in a VirtualBox
environment, with 768Mb of system RAM
allocated to it.
Pentium III 800Mhz, 128MB RAM, Intel on
board graphics (under Windows XP).
AMD K6 400 Mhz, 256MB RAM, Nvidia
Gforce2 AGP, DirectX 9.0 (Windows XP)
Mac PPC's back to about 667MHz, running at
least OSX 10.3.9, any Mac Intel
http://www.stellarium.org/wiki/index.php

Software Rating
Value for money

5/5

Features

3/5

Ease of use

4/5

Overall

12/15

— Mark Allott
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